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INTRODUCTION

The Final Report for the Comprehensive Instructional Management System
for Occupational Education in New York State covers the grant award period
from July 1, 1974 to June 30, 1976. Permission to extend the original
expiration date of December 31, 1975 until June of the following year was
granted by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare on November 10, 1975.

Information in this Report concentrates on the principal thrust of
the original proposal; namely, the design and demonstration of the effectivness
of an Instructional Support System for Occupational Education (ISSOE). The
Final Report is an-assessment of how this global objective was accomplished.
It includes an investigation of the objectives, activities, and results of the

major agencies which contracted to achieve this end and delineates their single
accomplishments and interactions.

The major agencies engaged in this effort were the New York State
Education Department, Cornell Institute for Research and Development in
Occupational Education, and the Riverside Research Institute. Overall management
of the ISSOE project was the responsibility of the Division of Occupational
Education Instruction. The Cornell Research Institute was responsible for
developing the statewide system for curriculum change in occupational education.'"
In general, Riverside Research Institute was to provide technical support to
the State Education Department in formulating methods and processes for
development and tmplementation of the Support Syston.

Teacher training with resultant production of modularized curriculum
packages occurred as planned and a pilot conducted to test the quality and
usefulness of modules produced. The success of this effort has been such as
to warrant continuation and expansion through a second phase of development

currently underway.

Problematic areas have been defined and addressed in current approaches
to improvement. Most troublesome has been implementation of the computerized I

retrieval system which appears to have been a premature step in terms of developing
and changing curriculum tools.

Overall, however, the project has been highly successful in terms of
teacher enthusiasm, curriculum change, and new patterns of classroom management
whiCh have begun to evolve.

- Despite the complexities of establishing statewide, teacher-generated,
iodularized, performance-based curriculum development, the model tried has
pri-ofe-dreasible-and worthy of accelerated development.

MINIM

..
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State Education
Department
(SED)

Cornell Institute
for Research and
Development
(CIOE)

Riverside
Research
Institute

[I.* SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF PARTICIPATING AGENCIES'

Provide overall management and financial support for the
project.

Conduct research leading to the selection of subject areas
for modularized curriculum development.

Identify and enlist Statewide test sites.

Solicit, review, and accept work plans from participating
agencies relating to their roles and responsibilities in
conducting the project.

Communicate project direction and support knowledge within
and outside the State Education Department.

Prepare proposal for Phase II project development based on
an analysis of Phase I progress.

Assemble and amalgamate reports from participating agencies
to comply with Interim and Final Report requirements.

Plan and conduct a three-week curriculum workshop in
identified vocational subject areas for selected personnel.

Conduct an evaluation of the delivery system in relation to
materials developed during and subsequent to the summer
workshop; conduct evaluation of the materials developed in
relation to the delivery system and the instructional
objectives sought.

Assist the local education ageficies and appropriate State
Education Department personnel in planning and conducting
a refinement and adjustment of the curriculum modules where
necessary.

Provide a summative evaluation of the project with recommen-
dations of the State Office of Occupational and Continuing
Education relative to modifications and/or continuance at
the close of the First Phase of the project.

Provide support to the State Education Department for the
planning, organization, and coordination of the project.

Provide_support to the State Education Department and Cornell
Institute-for Occupational Education in-the planning and
conducting of the summer workshop.

Plsn or requisite activities for the execution of a field
test, including the development of a handbook to instruct
teachers and administrators in the utilization of the
information-handling component of the Instructional Support
System for Occupational Education (ISSOE).

2



Local and
Yeional
Education Agencies

State Education
Department

Curriculum
Selection

Site
'Reiection- -

Provide computer support for data processing activities
associated with the fielcitest.

Assess the feasibility of running ISSOE computer operations
at local data processing centers.

Provide technical support to field test participants.

Appoint regional curriculum coordinating agent to oversee
development of project among specified teachers in each
district or regional center.

Prepare and submit applications for funding which share
common base of objectives and activities designed to
achieve them.

Provide time and space for teachers to meet on a reiular
basis during the year.

Assist teachers in implementing, critiquing and make
recommendations regarding modules developed during the
summer and school year sessions.

Prepare and make known concerns which develop in regard to
the project to appropriate administrative agents in the project

Utilize workshops set up as training vehicles for the
project.

Participate with neighboring districts in regional meetings
and in exchange of module.for critiqueAarocess.

II. AGENCY ACTIVITIES FOSTERING OBJECTIVES

*

A study ofcurricular needs together with assessment of
enrollments in oCcupational education in New York State
formed the basia,for selection of two curriculum cluster
areas for development.- AutOmotiye Mechanics and Office
Clerical were cheisen for.development Onamodulatized.basis
in the first year of the Instruction4 Support System.

Sites selectedjcir partiCipation.in 'the program and- field
test components-:of the pilotprojectjndiuded the f011owing,
ertucaiional also

- Nassau. COanty Board of-Cooperative Educational
Services

- Orange County Board-of Cooperative Educational
Services

- Ulster County. Board .of:.Cooperative Educational
Seryices

- Monroe #1 Board of Cooperative Edudational Services
- Rochester City School-District

Putnam-Westchester Board of Cooperative Educational
Services

3
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Funding

Communications
Efforts

General
ManageMent

Project
Evaluation

Cornell Institute
Sat Research and

32.0M19.2MEEt

Summer
Workshop

Projects fram the Cornell Institute for Research and
Development in Occupational Education, Riverside Research
Institute, and the aforementioned project sites were
solicited, reviewed, and funded in accord with common

objectives.

Representatives of the Division of Occupational Educatfon
Instruction and the Bureau of Occupational and Career
Education Curriculum Development met inhouse wlth agency
representatives and conducted trips into the field to assess
development, clarify objectives, address problems, and
exchange information about project activities. Project
coordinators and curriculum representatives from the State
Education Department attended regular meetings at curriculum
development sites for the purpose of observing activities and

making recommendations in accord with project guidelines.

Sustained communications wlth participating agencies assured
that overall management was provided throughout the First
Phase of modularized curriculum development. By May of 1976,
major problems and principal achievements had been identified
and became the basis for preparation of the new proposal
designed to launch Phase Two of the Instructional Support

System.

Submission of reports was requested from participating
agencies as part of project agreements. Such reports have
been collected and utilized for the Interim Report and

serve as the basis of this Final Report on the project.

A three-week summer workshop was conducted frcm July 7 to

July 25, 1975 at Cornell University. Twenty-seven selected
occupational education teachers, administrators, and
curriculum coordinators attended representing six school

districts.

Twelve modules in the area of Automotive Mechanics and
thirteen modules in Office Clerical were developed during
the summer workshop. Editing of these by'ihe staff at
Cornell initiated on July 28. On August 7 and 8, Cornell
staff-met:With Riverside Research staff; Autamotive Mechanics
teacherg-, an Office Clerical teacher and a curriculum
coordinator in order to finalize the editing of the-respective-

-Curriculum packages. Printed modules were mailed to local
sites for fall Implementation on August 25, 1975.

4



-Planning Execution of the summer-workshop was preceded by two

Sessions iMPortant activities; namely, pre-planning sessions and
the orientation of administrative and supervisory
personnel.

Orientation of
Administrators

The May 29, 1975 leaders' meeting is considered the
climax of the planning phase of the ISSOE project,
although several preliminary contact and negotiations
had occurred previous to this date. The Cornell
Institute for Research and Development in Occupational
Education's completed proposal was sent to the State
Education Department on March 31, 1975.

The objectives of the May 29 meetings were to identify
the primary task roles of the various_ agencies who
participated in the project, to plan and structure the
summer workshop and determine responsibilities for the
summer workshop and to plan evaluation strategies for

various aspects of the project and its products.
P-1!liminary decisions included:

- Orientation session for local superintendents
and occupational education directors to take
place before start of summer wrkshop.

- Summer workshop to be conducted at Cornell.
- Special sessions for curriculum coordinators to

be held during the summer workshop.
- Two-day meeting of project participants to be

scheduled for January.
- Commitments by the sites, participants, and

coordinators to be written into the agreements
with centers and sites.

- Principals from the State Education Department,
Cornell Institute for Research and Development
in Occupational Education, and Riverside Research
Institute to meet with the three regional.coordinators
and teachers every four to six weeks during the year.

An orientation conference for Superintendents and Occupational
Education Directors took place at Cornell University on
July 1, 1975. The participants of that conference were the
ISSOE project leaders from SED, CIOE, RRI, and Superintendents
and Occupational Education Directors from the three designated
regions who were to take part in the project.

The objectives of this conference were to orient the educationa:
administrators toward the need for improvement of occupational
education curriculum; the need for de4eloping the Instructional
Support System for Occupational.Education in New York.Stat:
and the roles of the administrators in the ISSOE project.

5



July A meeting took place at Cornell at the end of ehe summer

Leaders' workshop; basic tasks accomplished at that meeting included:

Meeting
- Flow chart of planned activities by Cornell

(Diagram #1)
Discussion of a "Model of a Process for the Development
and Implementation of Modularized Programs in
Occupational Education." This model (Diagram #2) was
designed by Riverside Research Institute and later
revised by Cornell Institute for Research and Development
(Diagram #3) shifting emphasis from the development of
topics to that of tasks and skills development.

- Reinforcement of task roles and strategies of action
in the ISSOE project.

September Another organizational meeting of the leaders of the project

Leaders' was held at the Sheraton Inn, Ithaca, New York on
Meeting September 5, 1975. The Sheraton meeting-was designed to

reinforce the pre-planned strategies of action for the ISSOE
project by State, Cornell, and Riverside representatives.

State Education Department representatives redefined the
roles of the various agencies involved and also repeated the
commitments.of the teachers and curriculum coordinators in
the pilot phase. The teachers were charged with writing five
additional modules for each region. They were committed to
meet three hours per week for 20 weeks and complete the
modularized curriculum package for Automotive Mechanics and
Office Clerical.

The curriculum coordinators committed to nine hours per
week for 20 weeks to facilitate the writing efforts of the
local educational agents were critical agents in the project.

Riverside Research Institute representatives reviewed the
Instructor's Reporting Package; the Riverside Research
Institute representative planned to visit the local sites
and explain the package in detail to the teachers. It was
'agreed that RRI representatives would assist in the
interpretation of the computer printout. Their long term
objective was to create a computer support system for two
occupational areas and the package was to be transferred
to the State regional computer system.

It was agreed by all participants that the modularized
curriculum would be enhanced by developing learning
activities; addressing cognitive styles in clasa;' eMphasizing
rearping resources; improving student evaluation procedUres;
and:developing a system to support the_teacher.

6
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Weekend In order to prepare more people for the.concept of

C011ege modularized curriculum, it.was decided to.promote 1.7ekend

Course college courSesjn various regions. _Cornell University's

Course'533'is a direct offshoot of the ISSOE-approach in

Statewide curriculum change...It was giVen as a college

weekend extension from 'Cornell University And had'as its

objectives for students thelollowing: .

- Design strategies for developing instructional

,
course content for occupational education courSes

and/or programs.
DeveloP strategies for the utilization of a uniform
-format for curriculum development In occupational
edUcation.

- Constract_curricular modules utilizing a uniform
format'f011owing the performance objective mode.

Regional
Organizational
Meetings

Sixteen students participated.in this course of which:ten

were sponsored by the New YOrk ste EdUcation DepartMent..
During the -four weekend meetings;:pach par#Cipanthad:
completed one module in hisjher._vocatiOnalarea, The::

modules were critiqued and have been1Ariplemented or'tested

in the various school sites.

Each one Of the ten sponsored participants agreed to write

an. additional module. Thia was accoMplished by:the end of

the academic school year. They met fOr thirtY,six additional
hours to develop and critique the new modules..

Meetings in each of the three regions' took place as follows:

Orange County BOCES, October.9, 1975 forRegion II; Monroe:

County BOCES #1, October 11, 1975 for-Region III; Nassau

BOCES on September 17, 1975 for Region I. The participanti

were the teachers and curriculum coordinators from local

school districts, Statet_Cornell, and- Rivereide.representatives

Basically, all three meetings followed thesame pattern:

State Education Department representatives reminded the

teachers and Curriculumcoordinatorsiof their roles and.,their

commitments during the duration of the project and the roles

of the other agencies involved in the project. Teachers, were

reminded.of their obligation to meet periodically locally or

regionally to complete additional modules. They were also

informed about a possible weekend c011ege course and Were

.advised by the State representatives of a two-day meeting

of project participants to be scheduled in:January of 1976

to exchange ideas, critique,and discuss the implementation

phase and the modular curriculum.

A representative of Cornell discussed their roles and duties

in the project relative to the development of modularized

curriculum and introduced the process evaluation.

A representative from Riverside Research Institute reviewed

with the teachers and curriculum coordinators the Information

Flow and Logistics System; explained how to complete the

rosters for student evaluation data collection; and described

the procedures of comutunication among the local sites and

Riverside.
10
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The teachers and curricalum coordinatoiS;:raiSed questions
relating to worklcad on the Part of the teachers in:regard'

to implementing=the- curriculum package in:their classroOm
and writing additional modules; time spentiduring the
meetings; and time spent on traveling from one center'to

another.

Specific problems of-teachers Were disciissech. :SOme7taachOrs-:.

indicated problems- in'implementing.the plan as they:vete
able to cover only a section of the paCkage. This Wasdue:
tO the:fact that-Some,students rotate aMongteaCheradUring::
the year and, in Other cases, teaChers are :speciaiiSts:

in particular areas and, aa such, dO nOtteach a-.Whole CoUrse...

Site In addition .to planning and implementing these major.

Visitations regional meetings, Cornell engaged ineistenSiveVisitations
to project sites throughout New: yorkState:.
visits has beep filed with theXdUCationDepartment.g4d
indicatea that 77 days Werespentjr(theCOUrseOf:::4Vaite

Visits.Were conduCted for ti.ippOrp6se.O.ContinUed';
training, observation of the :oti.rlOVI,nmiganai4400
survey and evaluative activities, as:wellaa CoOrditiat#g
visits with State EdUcation Department reprosenta.tives

bjoof
at the Sheraton in Ithaca was to'determinejf the Isspg
modularized Curriculum develOpment projeCt encoMpasSed the

complete scope of the automotive service occupations. =

The meeting afforded an opportunity to verify the completeness
of the list of tasks stipulated for-the aUtomotiVe-serVice '

trade. Since .automotiVe teaCheraJn'SeCOndary aCh6010 la-
Npw York State developed the MOdulea fOr the autpimetive

_ -

serviceoccupations, it was impottant to 7validatef,theSeby
Comparing them with what the aut&Motive mechanies aCtUaIly

do on the job.
-

. . . _ . .

Curriculum
Validation
Meeting

This day-long critique session was attifided.by.representatives

of the New York State EdueatiomDepartment, selected..teachers'

of Automotive Mechanics, Cornell,Institute't trainingand
administrative staff and two representativesfrom'the
Chrysler and Ford Corpórations:

All modules were reviewed, diseussed,,and mutual agreements
_ - . .

. -

arrived at in relation to additlonal modules .ds.well ,as
revision of some :modules. .Assurance of curriculumreievancy'
as it relates to performance in the work world was .a priiary

goal of this meeting.



Riverside
Research
Institute

Planning In conjunction with the general tole of providing technical
support to the State Education Department in formulating
methods and processes for development of ISSOE, Riverside
'Research InstitUte prepared the first model on which the

process of modularized curriculum development and reporting

was based. Roles and missions of participating agencies
were developed by RRI and are delineated on a time-line

,basis as illuStrated.

Technical Riverside provided technical assistance to field-test centers

Support to achieve iterative development of the information7handling,
component of the Instructional SUpport SyStem. This cOmPonent-

is often termed the Information Flaw. And Lci,gistits SubsyS,teM

(IFLS) and appears as AppendiX A Of thiS 4-110/1. "" pkoati"4d

this User's Guide to IFLS to:ser4e ss g han0000k for_teachers-

and coordinator6 in the fAll:field test. The guide'reVieWs

the highlights of ISSOE, presentsSamples:of formstO:beHUSed,'

illustrates printouts and describe4 procedUres tO):IefollOwed

in interfacing with the'computer Included in.-the guide-A* aH

-ckscription of-the-coding-aystem7-developed7hy-7RRIfOr
identifying elements:of the ISS-based:octupatiOnalCurriculg
RRI also developed abbreViatedaummary instructionSfor

teachers. A Pupil File was constructed which associates:
students with their classrooms and teachers and appeari as

Appendix of this Report. Construction of a Computer Program:

File for data prOcesSing was established consisting of
instructional unit code numbers and code numbers for objectives

within each instructional unit. The file also contained:a

statement of each objective.and inforination required to

score situational tests.

Site Paramount among the efforts to Trovide support to the. field

Visits participants was a series of 1.sits Made by Riverside to

implementation sites. These visits afforded opportunities to
gain insight into local operations, to discuss progress'with
participants and most importantly to distribute and explain,

first-hand, the forms,'processes and requirements contained in

the Information Flaw and Logistics Subsystem User's Guide.

Riverside was also represented at Cornell during the Summer
Workshop and attended some of the Weekend College sessions
in Rochester for the purpose of gi'ving assistance in
utilization of the computer retrieval system.

Reports Reports, were generated on request. Teachers who submitted

evaluation record sheets:received reports of mastery resultt

for themselves and their students. Four reports of mastery

were provided: a reportlby class of student mastery of

objectives; a group responSe matrix; an individual response

matrix; and an individual report for each student containing

a statement of each objective and an indication.:of whether it

was mastered by the student.. Explanations and:samples Of

these printouts appear in the IFIS Guide, AppendixA,

12
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f

To identify aspects of IF18-1 to be modified in Noise II
beyond. -

To elicit ideie from users as to action-consequential info6
nation WhichIns might WVide for a) teicheti,:b) counselOi
c) adminietratert, "A 1010100 to taltilon
for Vhaee 1/ elid be

To idehtifY the Most useful kind of Information for
facilitiiing Curikulum revision.

Creation of hew mod/unite (same subject areas as in I) for
field-teat* ln,Phasmi II.

Creation"Ore speCific deSign for US/OE-Phase II, and s broad deeign
(1blimprint!) for future siate-vide /SS/GE, perheps Cepable Of per'-i
forming several related SED,functions.

ExPloration of poseible:luture regionalization of

Serve as oiierell'manager and catalyst.

Maintain close cooperative relationship with CIO!! and RAI.

Meet regularly with center groups (chaired by coordinators) to
achieve(bandOebove..,

Serve as lisson between ZED and the field.

Create mechanism for coordinating the work
on @and®.

Prepare proposal for Phase II.

Work closely mith API in creating design concepts (*blueprint")
. for a.future mtate=wide ISS/OE.

of field-testing groups

....--------
4 t

Provide consulting leaderehip to mentors in.rolsing mod/unite I
and Writing:nevvIdilguieed'epd/units for Phase II.

Attend relevant znteremetings.
Validate the IRS Wcurricula ,
Maintain ciosec perative relationginzps wan SAO end 851.
lEvaleitalrOjeCt,

Participate in
Workshop

Generate coding
system to identify
curric. elementi
for ueeln
ReviseeoftWere:
Prepare *Mi.
Writeiondjlietri
buts Users Guide
for IFLS.' BUild
program file:

BUild pupil file.:

ProVide technical aesistance to field-test centers to achieve iterat4

-

development Of IFLS-1 and to write ISS-based new mod/units.

, Attend relevint center meetings.

,ProVide technici&aaiistanwto;SEDAn designing I95/0E-II and in crea
' ingAesign-coeceptelablueprintel fer1,101uture state-wide ISS/OE,wla

mal(c000Mpasi'iither related 5E0 junctione6.,

Vieit lIOCES computer centete4C4Tepprerecommendations to'SED as'ito
poss,0404n0Wingionaltiattcni-oilfts.:.

, ,

-

mntntOn: :dose CooperatiVe relitiOnship with SED..and 0105 .
,

,



Local and In accord with project objectives, curriculum coordinating

Regional agents were appointed in each participating locale. Project

Educational applications were filed,,submitted and'funded for a twelve

Agencies, month period. Teachers attended the Summer Workshop at
Cornell University ed additional teachers of Business
rducation participat in a Weekend College Course given
.), Cornell Universii the Boe,A of Cooperative Educational
gewices in Monroe, _ Hiaourb Rochester, New York.

Two curriculum packages were constructed as planned in the
first year of the project and plans made for refinement Of

the products to be accomplished in the summer of 1976.
Modules were tested by teachers, exchenged, ctitiqued..,.end
sent on to final printing at the close Of the project_petiodv
June 30, 1976.

Local and regional administrators assisted teachers and
coordinators in the execution of the project.

Districts were requested to submit data to the Support.:
System; however, teachers proved reluctant.to comply N.O.th

this facet.of the project. Pupilprofiles'were consttucte&
and some evaluations entered and seVeral teports called fot

by a small number of-participating_teachera,_

III. RESULTS OF AGENTS' ACTIVITIES

Cornell Institute As indicated ih the Agency Activities Section of this

for Research and Report, the Cornell Institute for. Research and Development

Development conducted a variety of training and'curriculum development
procedures. Process evaluation was carried on throughout
the year and a summative report filed with. the New York
State Education Department. Results of the surveys in
relation to activities conducted by Cornell are presented

here (See Appendix D).

Summer Workshop
Evaluation

A questionnaire designed to answer specific areas of concern
wes administered to teachers at the conclusion of the Workshop.-
Major observations include the following:

question:
Did the.teachers understand the workshop objtr_..tivesi

were the objectives met; ehd did the teachers understand
their roles in the workshop?

MUSE122.:
-Less than 52% of_thi-participahtg-hhderstood the
workshop objectives before the37 came to Cornell.
At the end of the workshop over 907 felt that the

objectives were met and that the workshop VAS a major
forcein developing this teacher-generated modular
curriculum.

14



Was the workshop effective in developing a
modularized curriculul?

Response:
907. of the teachers had agreed such a workshop may
be "the way to go" to produce modularized curriculum
for other occupational areas using a similar
cross section of teachers.

Was the workshop a group effort and was there consensus?

Response:
89% of the teachers felt that they had adequate

. opportunity to express their ideas and that their
colleagues were willing to discuss those ideas.
89% had a sense of accomplishment.

Question:
Was the organization and physical setting of the
summer workshop conducive to productivity?

Response:
About 617, of the participants had accepted the physical
setting. Some had added recommendations for improvement
such as air conditioned rooms, larger rooms, better
accommodations in dorms and eating facilities. 72%
felt that the duration of the-workshop was adequate
to achieve the objective. 80% found organization and
leadership in the workshop to be positive.

9uestisa:
Comments, likes and dislikes, and future participation
by teachers.

Response);
96% of the teachers would participate again in such a
workshop if the opportunity were available and they
recommended that other teachers attend a similar workshop.

Weekend College Upon completion of the Weekend Workshop, held in the fall
Workshop oE.1975 adjacent to Rochester, participants responded to
Evaluation queries as follows:

Question:
__Wgre the course objectlires-understood?

_

Response:
At the beginning only 417, understood the objectives; this
increaged to 100% by the conclusion of the course.'
Initially 51% understood their-role in the course and by
completion, 64% reached such understanding.



Question:
Is a unform format a positive approach for curriculum?

Response:
Understanding Of uniform format increased:fram 627. to
91% by the end of the sessions. Haciever, when teacherS
were asked about their ability to utilize such format
for their curriculum, responses indicated a 20%
reduction in utilization over theAws-7test response,
Apparently, further training is IndiCated as teachers:
appear'ekeptical about use, of siMilarformat
curriculUm areas as evidence4byonly 64% claiMing that
they can'indeed utilize the:format,:

Question:
Was the workshop group effort and was there consensus?

Response:
Group exchange of ideas and mutual critique appealed
to most participants; 95% indicated,,that individuals
had become an integral Part of .the group process while
developing curriculum. All teaChers1 had the Opportunity
to express professional -expertige in. the .prOceSs

QUestion:
Would you recommend Education'CoUrde 533 as a tool of
curriculum ch.linge to other teacherS1

Response.:
50% at the beginning of the course considered. Education 533
a vehicle for inservide training 'in curriculum development;
50% were not sure. By course end, ;82% believed 'that:: the
course is a definite approach for inservice training.
Another 9% did not consider the. course 'as inservice
training and 9% were not sure Education.533 is the right_
approach. When asked if they would attend again, 6,4%
responded positively and 36% were 'not. sure. Ia retard to
recommendation of the course for oeher . teachers, 82% did ,

recommend a similar activity while 18% were not sure. . The

latter were not sure that the course satisfied their needs.

Question:
Have you a sense of accomplishment?

Response:
When asked what they expected:to gain frath the courSe,
89% indicated professional improveMent, improved-teaching,
skill, and a better understanding of curriculum. ..At courSe
end, 90% of the teachers indicated a sense of accOMPlishMent
in regard to writing modules; 10%.:;feltSkepticAL.or..thOught-
they had not written A finiihed ptOduC*7.--In regard to
whether they gained what they expected from Education' 533,
55% did achieve:their objectiVes; 17%-did not gain.4t
all; and 18% were ncit sure.



91!JLIti6n:-
What is your assessment of. organizatiOn leadership,

. physical setting?

Resaorass:
of the" teachers felt that the course was well

organized; 367. felt the opposite. 827 felt that good
leadership was-disPlayed Wheraas-:9% felt negatively
about leadership and 97 were nOteure hOw they felt:
General recommendations for changes or modifitationa
regarding organization were made by::.64% OUthe.group.
In regard to physical setting', 91% felt 4:iositive/y;.about
the place where meetings were held. treferenCe 14A's
stated for four Weekend sesnlonG including Friday:;evening_ _ _ _

and an all day Saturday session'.

School Year In conjunction with conducting an onrgoing evaluation of,-
Evaluation of both the delivery system and the curriculuM materialS
Teachers and utilized, Cornell Institute for" ResearCh.and Development
Curriculum svrveyed teachers and Curriculum coOrdinatOra during4anuer
Coordinators and February of 1976.

Data was gathered from 22teacherp., 15 AUtomOtive_Meche
mand7Office Clerical teachere, and coordinators

involved in the ISSOE Project froM the foljoWings0001,
systems: Dutchess CoUnty:BOCES-,-.MontOe::COUnty BOCES:41,
Nassau County BOCES,:Orange County BOCES4:FutnamWestchester
BOCES, and the Rochester City SchOol DiStrict.

Information gathered by interview:waq.categorized into:the
following topics: .1) Teachers.' ManagementTool/Curriculum
Coordinators' Management Tppl, 2)'Curriculum, 3) Management
of the /SSOE,project, ahd 4) Statewide Expanaion.

Teachers and curriculum coordinators made similar responses
to many questions proposed. Curriculum coordinators and
teachers feel that the ISSOE aPproach can iMprOve.classroom
and shop management efforts. Both grouPs recognize the need
for improvement and refinement.

In regard to the curriculum package,both .groups.are,satisfie
with the majority of.modules end.will..be:Utilizing the 'Modules
in the future; some.improvemente wererecoMMendeeL.-.:There is
a positive consensus regaidini:adaptability-ofmodulwito

,

individual instruction.- -The-effect.of::the CurriculUMappears
positive and competitive with.previode 'curricula.

Teachers and curriculum coordinators approved.management of
the ISSOE project; they see- the agencieS inVolved effeCtive
in their respective roles.: However,.an iMprovement wes
suggested in the.exchange Of newelodules.-:Hereafter,.new
modules will be reviewed and edited by CIOE staff befOre
they are sent to other regions .to'be Critiqued. In'addition',
teachers and curriculum coordinators requested an imprOVement'
in student reporting proceduree.'

17
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A statewide application of this approach is seen as
desirable and the following recommendations offered
in this regard:

- Statewide exchange of complete modules for
crJtiquefrom Various sites.

- WorkshOp aCvities and follo4-up activitiesef
Dnivertitiesand:the State.Educatiom Department:
OCCurting;Onattatewide basis.

-. VeteranprOjeCtteachers and curriculum coordinetore
of',theJSSOE:prOjeCt acting as lead Persons'to,:asOist,:
OtherhOOL,:eYntems in the transition to the:-ISSOE-
curriCUIUM*apprOach. ,

ValidatiOn_andUPdating of modules Joiccurring on-A,
.r:i,tatOWide:leXChange-ari-flCritique-beard::.7t777,,

reitieStati::EduCatjOhl)epartment and regional Unive
., . .. : . ,.

pp.,q04ng statewide crriculum: change.:
- TeacherS and-CurricUlnmcoordinatorsrecevini

Support:An 4nOlementition 'Of the'curriCulimi-transitidik

Reactions of One of the major'PlIrposes of, interviewi"*Oce44iOna
Occupational EducatiOn Direetors.&!ring toidençi

Education their observations, reactions', and:opinions, cOnCdining
,

-,

Directors ISSOE approach. ,
Interviews were CondUCted-yierelOgt e,,,,,,,,

following information-from six Directors it4rdleCt4iei:'

Question: , Y

What factors are to be considered in the Occupational'

Education Director's decision7making process-for
implementing any vocational program and the adequacy
of the information gathered?

Response:
For the purpose of decision-Making, the,JSSOErapproach
has.great potential in proVidingjhformationfor-
administrative _personnel.: .This seeMs to'be'eSPecially

true With regard to the_statua-of studenticiiresSi
cost analysis,.need of special:orientation for.,teachere:'

and.staff development,related'to the PrOgraM.

Question:
What information were OccupatiOnal Education Directors
able-to collect up to the preeent stages 'of the'ISSOE,

project?

Response:.
:The majority of the occupational educatiOn directors'
were ableto C011ectjimited information regarding the
need for etaff deyelOPMent/ind special orientation'for
teaChers-and StatusOf::Student progress;



Curriculum
Validation
Meeting
Results

Question:
Does.the information gathered enable Occupational
Education Directors to make'program decisions regarding
specifiC.ifema?

Response:.
In general, there was a conSensus among the Occupational
Education Directors that the ISSOE modular approach could.
assist them in making programhdecisions.

Question:
By which communication channels were the Occupational
EdUcation Directors'informed and how adequately?

Response:
The majority of the Occupational Education Directors felt
that the communication channels for information were
adequate and the most informative communication channel
seemed to be the teachers involved in the project.

Question:
By which mode will the Occupational Education Director
be able to continue the ISSOE approach in his locale in
the future?

Response:
In general, the Occupational Education Directors would
continue the project in their own locale, using a mode
similar to the ISSOE approach.

Automotive company representativeg suggested that five
modules would complete the parameters of the automotive
service occupations; these include: 1) Wheel Bearing
Service; 2) Starting Systems; 3) Standard Transmissions;
4) Energy Absorbing Bumpers; and 5) Rear Defogger and

Defroster. As recommended, these modules have been included
under appropriate units.

_

The representatives complimented teachers on the completeness
with which they examined the automotive service program.
This validation effort provides increased confidence that
an adequate basis for continued development exists in the
Automotive Mechanics modules cluster.

Additional helpful coMments.prOVided by representative's
at this meeting included the following:

- Students ghould be knoWledgeable abOUt job
inteivieWsra neat., clean student:Who haVea
complete tool kit will:make a better impression
on an employer.

- :The need in industry is mostly dependability
of auto mechanics.

- A studel,'. .ThEirviralryttirW-de er-in-ftew

car preparation or Used-car reconditioning.
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Utilization of
Modules

- Some "tasks" performed in Auto Mechanics
courses should be performed by other
vocational areas: i.e., core boring.

- Some problems in the service area in industry
are emission control, carburetor, and fuel

injection systems.
- Quality of work is preferred over flat rate time

by service employer. Flat rate is not a qualification
for employment; a reasonable length of time is
acceptable.

As a result of this meeting the list of Units and Modules
was completed in ehe first phase of modularized curriculum
development in the Automotive Mechanics course. Diagram #5,
which follows, represents the list agreed upon at this
validation meeting.

Status Reports issued by Cornell Institute for Research
and Development include information regarding usage of
modules by participating teachers. Table #1, which follows,
indicates the number of modules which were tested during the
period from September 1975 to January 1976. Dissimilar
scheduling, a variety of teaching formats, and individualizo0O
of instruction in some places account for the diverse usage
.pattern. Some teachers are responsible for only a certain
portion of the curriculum package. At the conclusion of a
twelve-week period in some instances, pupils..move on to
another teacher who may not have been trained in the ISSOE
apprOach.

Table #2 indicates the prognosis for future usage of modules,
Of the teachefs who utilized initial modules, the majority
indicated that they would continue to use all of the modules
again.

Regarding degree of satisfaction with individual modules,
Table #3 illustrates that most modules produced proved
-satisfactory-with-a-number-of-minor-adjustments-and-a-few---
major changes requested. Changes recommended through this
survey were addressed during. the 1976 Summer Workshop at

Format A major objective of the ISSOE project was to produce a

Resulting from uniform format for modulari.zation through the consensus

Consensus process. Teacher opinion and input into format design
were critical since only an acceptable format would insure
usage of the packages produced. Format was intended to
be applicable to diverse areas of occupational education;
for this reason, the dissociated clusters of Automotive
Mechanics and Office Clerical were tested in the pilot
effort. It was assumed that if a process and common format
could be used for these diverse curriculum areas, the model
would exist for all other curriculum clusters as well.
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ISS-OE
MODULAR CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE OCCUPATION

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS COURSE

JNIT: INTRODUCTION TO AUTO MECHANICS UNIT: ELECTRICAL

MODULE: MODULE:

1. Shop Procedures rl. Lights

2. Personal Safety 2. Storage Batteries

3. Job Requirements 3. Charging System

4. Job Market Trends 4. Starting System

5. Hand Tools 5. Instruments

6. Power Equipment 6. Power Accessories

7. Lubrication Service
8. Wheel Bearing Service UNIT: DRIVE LINE

9. Tire Service MODULE:

UNIT: CHASSIS AND FRAME

MODULE:

1. Drum Brakes
2. Disc Brakes
3. Hydraulics
4. Front Suspension
5. Rear Suspension

*6. N.Y.S. Inspection
7. Alignment
8. Steering

UNIT: POWER PLANT

MODULE:

1. Liquid Cooling
2. Carburetor
3. Storage & Delivery
4. Fuel Injection
5. Primary Circuit
6. Secondary Circuit
7. Tune-up & Diagnosis

_8. Electronic- Ignjtion
9.. Exhaust System :
10. Emission Control
11. Short Block
12. Valve Systems

1. Drive Shaft
2. Rear Assembly
3. Clutch Assembly

*4. Manual Transmission
5. Automatic Transmission

UNIT: BODY MECHANICAL

UNIT:

MODULE:

1. -.Body Adjustments
2. .Glass:fAdjuStments

Ener4bsOrbing Bumper
4. Appearance
5.. Exterior ApPearanCe

-ACCESSORIES

MODULE:.

Heater
*2-. Air Conditioner:

SpeeontrOLDevices
*4. Rear Defogger/Defrq4er

,1Not completed



Table #f

STATUS REPORT

A summary of the modules that were taught and tested

from

September 1975 - January 23, 1976

# OF TEACHERS

# OF TEACHERS # OF TEACHERS # OF TEACHERS WHO TAUGHT

WHO TAUGHT A WHO TAUGHT A WHO TAUGHT PART PART OF A MOD=

COMPLETE MODULE COMPLETE MODULE OF A MODULE TO ULE TOWIE
TO ALL STUDENTS TO SOME STUDENTS ALL STUDENTS (A) STUDENTS

(A) GROUP (S) INDIVIDUAL GROUP INSTRUCTION INDIVIDUAL'

INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTION

NUMBER AND MODULE

AUTO MECHANICS (a)

1 General Safety 12

2. Job Opportunities &
Requirements 5

3 Tools & Equipment 6

4. General Auto Service 3

'5 Brake System 2

6 Suspension System 1

7 Cooling System 2

8 Fuel System

-9 ignition 1

10 Exhaust System 4

11 Lighting Systems 2

12 Charging & Starting
Systems 2

OFFICE-tRAINING (b)

3

^

1 Adding Machines

2 Filing 6

3. Office Forms 1

Payroll Procedures 1

(a) 15 Auto Mechanic Teachers

(b) 5 Office Training Teachers

2

3

6

2

2

3

2

2

4

1

3

3

3

3

5

6

1

3

3

1

0

1

0

2

5

4

4

4

_3_

2

2

2

0

!=



Table #2

Number of teachers who indicated that they will continue to use the modules

No. & Module Yes
All of the
module

Yes
Part of the
module

AUTO MECHANICS

131. General Safety

2. Job Opportunities
& Requirements 10

3. Tools 11 2

4. General Auto
Service 9

5. Brake System 8 1

6. Suspension
System 6 3 1

7. Cooling System 9 1 1

8. Fuel System 9 1 1

9. Ignition System 7 3 1

10. Exhaust System 9 1 1

11. Lighting Systems 9

12. Charging and
Starting Systems 7 3 1

OFFICE TRAINING

I. Adding Machines 5 2

2. Filing 4 ,

3. Office Forms 4 2

4. Payroll Procedures 2 2

-

Severag soilMo mechanic teachers are restricted to teaching certainfmodules;:op,
a certain teacher-will. teach suspension-systeni-only;,wtitleATts--studehtt

Do not teach* Total No.

this module of teachers

4

4

4

4

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

5 15

4 15

1

-

Totate ta other teachers,

. .,SeveNa7 office training teachers had not yet covered the totaA curriculum
package for office training.
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Table #3

Teacher satisfaction with the individual modules in the curriculum
package: Auto Mechanics & Office Training

No. & Module No. of teachers who indicated:

IMPROVEMENT

O.K. MAJOR MINOR

No. of teachers who
did not teach this
module

AUTO MECHANICS

1. General Safety

2. Job Opportunities
& Requirements

3. Tools

4. General Auto Service

5. Brake System

6. Suspension System

7. Cooling System

8. Fuel System

9. Ignition System

10. Exhaust System

11. Lighting Systems

12. Charging & Starting
Systems

5

5

5

6

8

8

6

6

6

2 7 1

1 9

2 6 1

4 3

4 3

3 4

3 6

6

2

L 2

4

1 3

OFFICE TRAINING

1. Adding Machines 2 1 1

2_ Filing 1 1 2

3. Office Forms 2 1
_

4. Payroll Procedures 3 1

5

2

2

3

2-
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Arriving at consensus in this regard constituteaone of
the most complex,problems in project_development. This

vas due to bOth.a variety of-philosophiCaL apprOaches to

the.task aS.well as to the problem of'establishing a
common nomenclature. The definition ofia module continues

-.under discussion; howeVerfor practical purposes, a format

with glossary has generally'been agreed upon,and appears ai

Diagram #6, which follows. Samples of-how this format was

applied to AutomotiVeMechanics.and Office CleriCal appear

as Appendix B of this Report.

.puring the summer of 1976, the format WAS utilized by

teachers of Building Industries Tradesand Toad Trades and
proved readily adaptable to new curriculum cluster areas as

well.

Riverside In accord with its principal objective of providing technical

Research support for modularized curriculum development in this project,

Institute Riverside established the data base and retrieval system.
Procedures, manuals, and personal directions were given to
participating teachers; however, usage of the system was

minimal. Few mastery sheets (i.e., evaluation records) were
submitted by teachers for processing and evidenced by the
utilization figures shown on Table #4. Sites not included
in the table did not use the data-handling component at all,

beyond providing the student rosters necessary for the
establishment of a student file. Those areas which did use

IFLS used it to a limited extent as shown by the minimal

computer processing requested.

Teachers taught more units of instruction than would be

suggested by the quantity of mastery test result* submitted
for processing to RRI; some sites did not submit any mastery

test results.

Some parts of what IELS.was supposed to accomplish were
sometimes carried out in other ways. For example, in
-Auto -Me chard:cs--- clas s-roonts---at-' on emsite,---RRI-nauted-that--
teachers-wereEmaintaining large wall charts luhich containeff

a two-dimenttnnal grid. Student names were the TOWS and
curricular lrjectives were the columns,. Presumyi =Alen
a student mastered an objective, or completed4t:modu1e,

the teacher Mackened the appropriatesquaretuthe matrix.
The chart was alWays on thelwalavailable farAnspection by

areaChers or students. To: xmmiknoWiedge, theFIL chart
procedure an& IFLS were not Join. I!eachers7maze.expeCted

to carry out:Ioth activities. To7?the extent-tb=t this and

similar redumdancies were percelvedv teachersump7T-have

resisted Utilizing
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COURSE:

Diagram #6 ISSOE Module Format

State-approved course of study; the

course .consists of those modules of

instruction essential to the acquisi-

tion of competencies expected by the

world of work.

A logical clustering of related modules

of instruction.

CODE:
Digits 1 and.2 - Subject Area

Digits 3 and 4 - Program

Digits 5 and 6 - Course

Digits 7 and 8 - Unit

Digits 9 and 10 - Module

Digits 11 and 12 . Performance Objectives

MAJOR AND BiABLING OBJECTIVES

MJPLE.C1JYE
A task-oriented statement of what the

student should be able to do, the

conditions underwhich the task will

be performed, and the standards for

evaluating the performance,'

A sobordinatzobjective which describes

in perfume terms a cognitive,

aftctive, or psychomotor skill

Vi hid -the staktit -Will- nee ttfacqu rE

ir order to accomplish the major objec-

tive.

MODULE:

TASK:

A portion of the total curriculum

which addresses related tasks drawn

from occupational analysis expressed

in performance terms as objectives.

Each module contains learning activities

and criterion-referenced measurement

procedures.

A work activity performed by an individual

which has a definite beginning and ending,:

and is performed within a limited period ,..

of time. A task statement usually consist:

of an action verb and an identificati

of what is acted upon. A module may

include one or several related tasks.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES AND RESOURCES

Activities designed to enable students

with different learning styles and needs

to achieve the perforoince objectives.

Learning experiences should be varied

and specify the instructional technique

and the resources by titles. Special

emphasis should be given those materials,

which have been exposed to formal teacher:

or learner verification. The develop-

ment-of learning experiences is the

basjc responsibility of the teacher;

activities listed in the mojtile ari

NOT prescribed, but intended as an aid

to 'the 'teacher in planning instruction.



CRITERION REFERENCED MEASUREMENT

Criterion-referenced test ftem(s) are derived from the performance objectives and

directly r=sure the individual student's ability to successfully complete the tasks

identifiei in the module. In general, the test items should be performanced-based

and repli te the tasks as they would be evaluated in the world of work.



Some teachers and coordinators complained about the amount
of paperwork, and stated that they had been withholding
submission of mastery.results sitply because they had not
found time to complete the forms and send them to their
respective coordinators. The Ammint of.paperwork,that
teachers are willing to execute is related to the probable
benefits to them, e.g., rendering them more effective,
more efficient, or the recipient of some other benefit.
The paperwork may haVe seemed to be too heaVy because-the
returns for executing it were not evident to the teachers
who were asked to do the work.

In terms of ISSOE planning, an IFLS that was designed
specifically for occupational education might have
substantially less paperwork. In the field test, the
constraints of time and money made it necessary to use for
occupational education an IFLS which was developed for
general education, where paper-pencil tests prevail and
each student has his awn test answer sheet. When this
system was used in occupational education, a skills
checklist had to be generated for each student. If a
teacher vlshed to submit mastery results for 30 students,
he had to enter these results on 30 pieces of paper.
However, in an IFLS which took account of the fact that
mastery data would be recorded by teachers, it would be
possible for the teacher to indicate mastery results for
all the students completing a unit on a single piece of
paper, thereby reducing the effort required for the
recording task.

Some teachers may have held back mastery results for an
appreciable amount of time because they had not completed
teaching all of the objectives in a particular unit. This
action was consistent with the original instructions
provided in their IFLS guides. However, even when a software
modification made this instruction no longer necessary, and a
revision of the relevant instructions in the teachers' IFLS
guide vas distributed, the-number of-mastery reports from
teachers did not increase appreciably.

Perhaps the most important factor in causing the under-
utilization of IFLS was one that might have been foreseen
from ISS experience in general education. Teachers, even if
they wish to make an ISS-based curriculum work successfully,
need a good deal of assistance during the first months of
the program. The mechanics of IFLS, which later seem simple,
at first seem enormously complicated. In the design of the
pilot project, support for the participating teachers was
supposed to be provided through frequent site and regional
group meetings and the efforts of the coordinator for each
region. RRI found much evidence early in the fall that the
necessary support for teachers was not being provided.
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Table #4

IFLS FIELD TEST UTILIZATION STATIala

Center I,D,

School Code - Area Center

Number of Tests

Processed Units Taught and EValuated by Tethers

411 - Orange BOCES

311 - Butchess BOCES

813 - N1E, Center

Nassau EOCES

340

275

166

Office Practice; 143301 143303

Auto Mechanics; 173203 173204, 173209, 173214

. 173214 173215, 173216

Auto Mechanics; 173201 173202, i732231 173204,

173205 173206, 173207 173208,

173214 173215, 173216

Auto Mechanics 173201, 173202, 1732M3, 173204,

173205, 173208, 173219'

Total - 781
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T Alternate In-..January of 1976, the Riverside Respatch Institute
Computer completed its obligatiOns to'the ISSOE:project.i The
Test following six Months were utilized tO test a different mode

of data prOcessing; nathely, the cathode ray,tube (CRT)
terminal. A cOmputer specialist was engaged to transfer
the forms developed by Riverside to an electronic system.
Terminals were installed at six project sites and'information
sent to Comnet in Washington, D.C. A new manual,The ISSOE
Terthinal Manual, was developed-and..introduced to teachers
and coordinators in the field (See Appendix C).

Although electronic input of data reduced papetwork and
mailing problems encountered. througktheRiverside SyStem
utilization of a newsystet proved psychologically overpowering
for participants and resultedin*nimal usage. Only one-
district utilized the SystemJully'in the short time it was
available. AIVOtherSteftained from:usage other than:inpUt:
of Student data file infotthation.

Current and future efforts in reestablishing this probleMatic
component of.the ptojectWill be directed toward:puttingISSOE
data on regional computerarthroughOut the:State of New York.

Local As a result of this-project, six districts,thrbughOut New*
Educational York State have had thirtyfive teachers incicurricul60,
Agencies coordinators Participate in *he modularized, performancei.based

curriculum generation process.

Teachers were formally trained through the Summer Workshop
at Cornell University or through the Weekend College Course
held in the Rochester Region during fall of 1976.

_All moduies produced during the summer and regular school
year were exchanged among teachers throughout the State,
critiqued, and revised prior to final printing. Thus, two
curriculum packages have been developed in Automotive
Mechanics and Office Clerical through ihe efforts of
administrators, curriculum coordinators, arid teachers- in
local educational agencies.

The ISSOE Milestones Table 1fr5, which follows, summarizes
both the major events of Cycle I of the project together

.with events which have occurred in the second stage of
development.

.Transport of Automotive and Office packages has begun and
during the 1976-77,school year teachers new to the
modularized system will be testing and further refining ihese
first two modularized packages generated by the first' six
districts.

In addition, new local educational agencies and a second
training center have been brought into the curriculum
development process as a result of this first attempt at
building an Instructional Support System for Occupational
Education.
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-
State
Education
Department

,ALP, 4;4

All activities described in thia Finaljieport ire a
teflectionof-general manapmappby the New,TOrk State
EdUcation:DepartMent.ThelleStones Table below
tummitized the majOr eVentsplanned joinily by project
agents under:the directiOn Of State coordinatingstaff.

Activities as described,in Table 45 represent the current.
-

.statns of the Instructional Support SyStem'which is. undergng
expansion. The.long-range/gawvf statewide saturation of
training.in:And .imOleMentatfon.Of'modU/arl.zed .enrtiOlum'
in.occupatiohal educationAs,welLun4erFaSr.. 49c9rding:to
plan, Automotive and Office:packages are being-distributed
for use bY oPherteachers.through' the, feeder
establishedi,through-this original'Ornjent:.'HAnew VRA
Pert C ProPPsal hes been submitted 'and aPOroved Ptovi4.ing
for this expansion as w.ell.as development of modularized
packages.in. new 'curricular areas:

Major revision of 'the computer retrieval system.is under
study:and plans being made-to transfer the Support System
to regional computer centers throughout the State.

Table #5

ISSOE MITYSTONES

CYCLE I - FY1974 Proposal Activities

Curriculum Selection
March-April 1975

Site Selection and Project Personnel-
March-April 1975

Administrative Orientation
July 1975

Curriculum Workshop
Cornell, July 1975

Weekend Workshop :

Rochester, NOveMber 1975

Inter and Intradistrict, -
Critique Process, March 1976

Final Edit of Products
April 1976

Distribution of Curriculum Products
May 1976

Curriculum Transport and Trial
September 1976

r
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CYCLE II FY1976 Proposal Activities

Curricnlum Selection - New Area5-
February 1976

CurriculuM Refineuient and' TransPe
Plans -.February 1976

-Site Selection and .Sub6-contract0
Ilarch.A976

Administrative Orientation
_

CurriCulum;Workshop

Jn.1Y:1270.

HInter_ana Intiadietri-et Critiqtte
Fall=Winter. 197E1%-77

Final Edit-of Products.
April-1977

CoMpleted Curriculum ProduCts
msY 1277 -

CurticulinaTransport and Trial
Septeuiber 1977



1IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Process Evaluation Charts I and'II constructed by Cornell
Institute for Research and Development reflect major
conclusions. Agents executed their principal responsibilities
as originally planned in regard to the Instructional SUpport
System for Occupational Education.

The model for teacher-generated, modularized curriculum in
occupational education is a workable one requiring some,
modifications. Training of teachers and production of
curriculum packages took place as planned and a statewide
network of module exchange and critique tested.

The project was highly succeSsful in generating teacher
interest in and serious work atergenization of curritulum
and classroom management. StrongHteaChei'enthusiaiMrePOrted
in the InterimReport on theproject was maintained ,throughOut
the life of the project'. 'Jleighboringdistricts haVeSOUght.:
entrance into.the system and asubStantially:larger;:n#Mberof
teachers are participating in both Use ,OftoOls develOpOilh4..
production of additional: Packagesinne0:CurriculUMereas

Any statewide endeavor Of thismagnituidereates #e4lotable
problems. A philosoPhy:has-tobeCoMMUnicated to all
participanta and agencies; agreementki*Ve*o 1;e: achieVed
regarding concept!, terminologyandcOmMon::fOrmathe-'
psychological,support Of adMiniattatiVetraining; and
coordinating agents given tor teachera 'mus'.t'.teTmaintained
at a high level; and day-today problemsresolved as quickly
as poSsible.

The most problematic area of development has been installation
and utilization of the computer retrieval systems tested.
This is due to the fact that it has proved unsatisfactory
to begin measurement on the basis of developing, changing
curriculum modules. A technical support system should
follow-up rather than parallel curriculum development.
Teachers need longer periods of orientation to, and training
in, the use and appreciation of data base operaticins.
Trying to establish this base in the first year of the project
created problems which will be even more difficult to resolve
now that two systems have been tried prematurely. However,
transition to regional State computers as now anticipated
may help ease the problem. It appears that the complexity
of the reporting system may also need simplification in
order-to make it viable and usable. The four report forms
developed for the project may be too complex and repetitive
to be of immediate use to the teachers.
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OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES CRITERION QUESTIONS CONCLUSIONS

1. To provide overall management

for the ISS-OE project--assist,

direct, support.

1. To develop and test a system

for curriculum change.

2. To develop a modularized, per-

formance-based curriculum on a

state4ide basis using a uniform

format.

1, To provide support in develop-

ing modularized, performance-

based curriculum on a state-wide

basis.

2. To provide systems-analysis

support.

1. Contract with other agencies.

Establish primary roles for each,

2. Establish strategies for opera-

tion,

3. Initiate1 plan and prepare for

summer workshop.

1. Conduct Leaders' Meeting, Ithac

N.Y,, 5/29/75.

2. Conduct Summer Workshop, tornelt

University, 7/7/75 - 7/24/75.

3. Administer questionnaires to

workshop participants,

4. Conduct Leaders' Meeting, Ithaca

N,Y., 7/24/75 & 9/5/75,

5, Edit curriculum,package.

6. Verify curriculum package.

7. Refine and re-establish strate-

gies, operations and roles. .

1. Plan and prepare for summer

workshops,

2, Participate in summer workshop.

3. Attend Leaders' Meeting, Ithaca,

N.Y., 7/24/75,

4. Develop student reporting sys-

tem,

, What was done y D?

a) Were contracts arranged?

b) Were roles established ac-

curately?

c) Was workshop planned?

1. Was a system for change devel-

oped and tested?

L'Oas a:modularized, performance-

based Curriculum developed?

3:Were questionnaires administer-

ed and analyzed?

4. Were meetingS held?

5. Was curriculum package edited

end verified?

6. Were strategies, operations

and roles refined?

1. What did RRI do?

a) Was RRI an act6e force?

b) DidARI-Olen:and prepare for

summer Workshop?

c) DidlRlitaff: participate in

the,sUmMerorkshop?

A) Did:the'y attend the Leaders'

Meeting?

:2, Wei:the stUdentreporting sys-

tem developed?:.

SEU was a major support ve

force and provided overall

management of this'phase of

the project.

.Contracts were arranged.

Roles were accurately estab-

lished. The workshop was

planned.(5/29/75)

CIOE achieved its objec.

dyes.' The sYstem WaS'Jlevel

oped and tested;lhe cur-

riculum was 'developed, edited:,

and verified, The 1.eaders..,

Meetings'were held

and Sept, 5 to 'refine Stra.-

tegies, operations'and rOles,:

RRI achieved their objeo-,:

tiyes. TheY Prepared!forand

partiCipatedln the-sUMmer

WorkOOP. PL.sOff
ticipated'in the',,,Leadere:

.Meeting, A student rePort

ing.syste0as developed,.



,.,TEACHERS_ IN

...'1.0CAL SCHOOL

SETTiNGS

REGIONAL

CURRICULUM

COORDINATORS
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I. To develop modularized curricu-

lum package for auto mechanics &

office training on a uniform for.

mat.

2. To determine the effectiveness

of a summer workshop.

1. To assist teachers in produc-

tion of the curriculum package

in the summer workshop.

1. Generate performance-based cur-

riculum pOcage.

2. Participate in sinner workshop

at Cornell.

1. Support and assist teachers in

the summer workshop.

1. Was curriculum package produced?

How complete is it?

2. Is a summer workshop an instru;.

mental tool in curriculum change?.

1. Did curriculum coordinators

assist teachers in the summer work-

shop?

The objective,was achieVed

a tentative curriculum:package

was produced.. Howeveri it is:

not complete.. It need comple-

tion, revision, editing,and

The summer work-

shop was effective in producing

curritulum change.

The objective WaS,achieveC:

Curriculum coordinatol 414

assist in the summer workshop:.



AGENCY OBJECTIVES

unar t II

ISS-OE PROCESS EVALVION

PILOT TESTING PHASE

ACTIVITIES .
CR1TERIONUES"IONS . CONCLUSIONS'

SED

%

.

4.8

1, To provide.overall Panagement

of the ISS-OE effort,

1. Coordnate efforts of all

agencies.

2. Plan pilot testing strategies

including agency's role clarifica-

tion and alternative approaches.

.

3, Prepare and execute State visit-

ation plan by SEDlepresentatives,

.

,

1. Did SED coordinate effbrts of

agencies involved?

.

2. a) Were strategies prepared and

executed?

b) Was the role of each agency

clarified? .

c) Were alternative approaches

planned?

.

3. Did SED representatives make.

appropriate visits? , ,

...,

SEDconducted periodic meet

ings, corrispOndence and phone

Conversations with agencies :

involved.in ISS-OE effort dur-

ing .ihe Pilot phase,

'.SED director of ISS-OE Con-

ducted numerous formal and in-

formal conferences to'inform,

other SEDliersonnel 'of the

1SS-OE effort,
,

Expanston strategies were

prepared and executed,.Alter-

natives were used: '

-Additional Office PraCtice

teachers were added tolx-

pand effort in that area

-A second computer.agency

was employed to'refine'

initial computer eqorts.
, .

. SED represintativesconferre

with administrative 'personnel

at all sitts during the 4tar,

..Representative met with all

teachers.and curritulum toardi .

nators at.first.local regional

meeting and visited teacherS ii

their classroomind shop settil

at this time,

Occupational,education dire

tors; curriculum coordinators,

and teachers indicated a heed

for more visits by SED repre-

sentativesi especially during

spring term,
.

.

,

(

.

4,
.
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I., To pilot and testISS-OE Cur-

mitu1um Development System.

2. To explore expansion potential

through in-service courses.

,3, To conduct rocess evaluation.

1. To develop a workable student

reporting system for the ISS-OE

project as part of the total

1. Monitor ISS.0E4ibateffirt in

each:local site.

2. Coordinate interdcand inter-

regional development.

1. Conduct weekinkbliege courses

1, Was ISS-OE Curriculum Develop-

ment System tested?

2. Were modules developed at summer

Workshop implemented and critiqued?

3. Were additional modules develop-

ed in each region?

4. Was.there an inter-regional e)6

cbange of neW 'modules) critiqUes;

summaries.and reCommendations?:

1. Were course's held?

2. What were the ,enrollments?

3. bid .the 'CoUrses,shoW potential

for expansion?

CIOE representatives.visiteb

sites to monitor theASS-OE

effort.

All automotive teachers

utilfzid some nr all'of the

modules developed during summer

workshops.' -
With,one,exception, all

Office 76ininOacne0110
ed the modules.

C10E:acted:as clearinghouse

for the .di sseMlinatiOn)Uneir

modules and racniPnienOni"'

hong the three. regiOni.

CIOE met ,this,objective;

Educa ti on :533k: was ,,offered fat

the. Foriman.Center for 16

students.antat Suffolk County'

BOCES .)3 (or '20 stUdents.

'..TeaChers':,:from other.occuiitfon-i.

,.:a1:areaS'..WeresuCcessfulAn.:,':

. Uti I

C 1 UE met thisobjective1. Make site visftations to moni-

tor development.

2. Develop and:aeministerluestion.7

nadmes by *il and filbert*,

3. bmpile and publishitatus and

Progress Reports.

1. Develop and test the student

reporting system.

2. Make the system workable in

the public school setting.

2. Were questionnaires administer

ed?

3, Were reports published?

1.'Was the system developed and

tested?

2. Was the system workable?

.questiennaires,',wereidevelop!...::

octupotion4-..:.,idOCatiOn'direa-

tort

A progressleport was pre,-

pared Oct. 31) 1975,.' st4Cas:..

'Reports werelssued on Nov.:71'

1975 and January. 231,1976..

The RRI-IFLS system was. ,

produced,* tested'.

teachers and curriculumcoo

dinators felt the system:was'

too cumbersome.and t1me=c0-.'

suming to be effective.



TEACHERS

(in local

school

settings)

CURRICULUM

COORDINA-

TORS

52

1. To test and modify the develop-

ed curriculum package in the local

setting.

2. To write additional modules to

. produce complete package.

1. To serve as local managers for

the ISS-OE project.

1. Implement the package in the

local setting.

2. Meet with CIOE, RR! and SED

personnel at their local

setting.

3. Develop additional modules,

4. Critique modules in monthly

and weekly meetings.

1. Assist and support teachers

in the implementation phase

in the local level

2. Facilitate writing of new

modules

3. Send new modules and recom-

mendations to CIDE for dis-

tribution.

1. Were modules implewented?

2. Oid teachers meet with CIOE,

RRI, and SED personnel?

3.

4,

2.

3.

4,

Were new modules.developed?

Were modules critiqued?

Was implementation accomplish-

ed?

Were new modules written?

Were teachers' efforts support-

ed?

Were new,modules sent to.CIOE?

All teachers were success-'

ful in meeting this objective.

Existing modules wete:impleMent-

ed and new modules were written

,and critiqued. 'The teachers

were extremely cooperative to

all agencies Involved in this

project.

Curriculum Coordinators

met this objective. The:pack-

age WS implemented and new.

modules were written. Teachers

received support and assistance

in regional meetings.. Twenty

additional *ork sessions Were

held in each region. New.

modules were sent to CIDE

promptly.



Recommendations

-

RecoMMendations for futUre iMPlementation or adoption
of the sidel by Other agenciesAnClude the follOWifigi

- Roles, responsibilities, an&actiVities of all
participants andagenCiesmust be completely

:delineated priOr to iMpleMentatiOn of theproject.,
Kgy agents inHtheA)roject arethecurricUlUs
coordinatOrs*hcOmMediatelY direct on-site activity.
AsaUtance:±MUSt.::beMkidefhat:their function,,trufrelation:

HtOI$SOE:ij4 noWey miiitateS: against, but-rather.ii
suppOrtiVe oftheirImiMarytesponsibilities in ,

.schOOl diSeriCtS.. r

,

- Every effort,' thus t. -be:Jahde.- to- assure- that-lines :
comunication among alLagents and participanta remain
open.. Lpdal administratiVe,personnel must' be, kept ,; A

directly,informed as'tO.eXect project deVelotiMent-'----7-
whichji.to Occur. in,theirdistricts.- Orientation
of ,admtnistiators', ceordinators, and,teaCherae.4449_
the: start:Of. currieuluM,development should,b6SOffiCiOntly
in-depth,and giVen.-earlienOugh so that Sll'.knowwhit
to eipeteis.the projet'eVolves.

-

- Incorporation of a computerized retrieval system, =e

Should be avoided in the first phase Of, curriCulum' ,

package construction and trial of thit package. e
s'

Measurement of objectives should occUr on,the basis
,

of finished, critiqued, and revised modules, Total, .,

efforts placed on product development should be
accompanied by orientation to a support system in, the
first year of project activities. Only after product
preparation and computer, orientation should a support' 4
system begin a reporting function.

- Adaptation of a computer system developed for other
purposes or other general areas of education,Should be
avoided. The design of report forms and the type of --71
data requested should be an immediate outgrowth of the 4
information necessary for classroom teachers, curricuium'
coordinators, and State Education Department agents.

- Specialized training should be given to teachers in
the areas of criterion referenced test development or,
the development of such tools delegated to professiónSls
trained in this skill. A degree of expertise is needed:

_ in this regard which mgy not be reached by most teaChers A
_- - -in- intensive but brief-workshop-sessions.- -_ _

......_ _ _

- Administrative agents must be prepared Eo recognize
and_to cope with the natural resistance to change
incumbent on the transition to any new system of
classroom management, curriculUm tool design, Or
reporting system. Teachers are in need ofstrong
psychological support and encouragement in the-face
of the arduous work and radical changes necessitated-
by incorporation of this new teaching-learning-mode.

-, -
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APPENDIX A

Guide

to the

information Flow and Logistics Subsystem

to be

Usiad in the Fall, 1975 Field Testing
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Instructional Support System in Occupational Education
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Introduction

During July of 1975, a group of carefully selected teachers

and coordinators of occupational education gathered together at

Cornell University to participate in a curriculum development

workshop. This workshop, which focused on the areas of auto-

motive mechanics and office training, led to the production of

several modules of instruction in each of the fields concerned.

The chief characteristics of these modules include the state -

_ment of specific performance objectives, suggested instructional

activities, and clearly identified criterion-referenced measures

for determining whether or not students have attained the stipu-

lated objectives.

This first version of a modularized curriculum, generated

as it was by experienced, knowledgeable classroom teachers,

represents one of the two major components of the Instructional

Support System which the Office of Occupational Education wishes

to develop for eventual state-wide implementation.

The second major component of the Isq/OE is a set of pro-

cedures for handling the information that flows from the imple-

mentation of the curriculum.

The present guide is designed to help teachers understand

and make the best use of this second component.
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It should be borne in mind that both of these ISS components,-

.as presently constituted, are first-phase developments. As they

are used by teachers, feedback regarding elements that respond

to needs, that appear to work well (and those that do not), will

facilitate required revisions and refinements.

The field test phase which takes place in the fall of 1975

thus offers all participants an opportunity to continue their

intimate involvement as planners, designers, and implementors

of ISS. It will be the responses, reactions and evaluations of

the participants which wtll determine the modifications and ex-

tensions that will be made in both the curriculum content and in

the data flaw and logistical support subsystem.
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_Foreword

This guide describes the information flow and logistics

subsystem of Isq/oz. It contains samples of forms and outlines

procedures to be used during the field trial in the fall of the

1975-1976 school year.
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Develqpinci Class Roste:r.s

In order to utilize the computer in support of the class-

room teadher, certain kinds of information must be obtained.

The first of these is a list of students enrolled in each class.

Once such a list has been acquired, the computer will print out

a class roster, bearing student names, identification numbers, and

other items that are essential to the information-handling process.

Figure 1 illustrates the form that teachers are asked to

use in submitting their class lists.

/t is to be noted that the form already contains a school

code and a class number, both of which have been previously as-

signed and appear at the top of the page. Directly underneath

these numbers is a place for the teadher to print his or her

name, showing last name first, a comma, then the initial of his

--or her -first name, e.g.,- JONES, M.

Having done this, the teacher is then asked to list in

clearly legible fashion (preferably printed) the students in each

of his or her /WOE classes. A separate form should be used

for each class. Because the computer will automatically print

the roster in alphabetical order, the teacher need not be con-

__ cerned about so doing in compiling the _class list.

the portion of the form cited thus far. They are to disregard

the rest of the form which will be explained later in the guide.
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Once the forms have been completed, teachers.are asked to

forward them to their curriculum coordinator for transmittal to:

Miss Cynthia Jackson
Social Systems Division
Riverside Research Institute
80 West End Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10023

Forms should not be creased or folded.

Ten copies of each roster will be prepared by RRI and sent

to the respective curriculum coordinator for distribution to

the teachers concerned.

It is im ossible to overe hasize the c 't*cal im a ce

of insuring that the roster be comolete and accurate for it is

the roster which enables the computer to establish appropriate

files and maintain accurate records of student performance and -

progress. Furthermore, it is the roster which serves as the

basis for requesting student evaluation record sheets Which will

be discussed later.

Accordingly, any changes or modifications in the official

class roster must follow the procedures described below.
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Roster Changes

Teacher Actions

The form shown in Figure 2 is to be used for making a

dhange in a roster. (rhis is the same form shown in Figure 1,

but for changing rosters, a different part of the form is used.)

To indicate a change, the teadher places a check mark (V)

under the column heading "Name/Flag Change," in the box which

is on the same horizontal line as the name of the student in-

volved in the change. In the case of a student's leaving-the

class, the teacher places a dheck mark in the "OUT" box next

to the student's name. In the case.of a student's entering

the class, the teacher places a dheck mark in an "Ile box below

the existing list of students' names and enters the new stu-

dent's name next to the checked "IN" box.

Upon making these entries, the classroom teacher forwards

the form to the curriculum coordinator of the center.

Curriculum Coordinator Actions

If the student shown on the form as entering or leaving

a class is moving from, or to, another class within the same

school, the coordinator utilizes the form shown in Figure 3

to indicate, by nuMber-cods, the class left by the student in

column one, "FORMER CLASS," and the class entered by the student

in column three, "NEW cLAss."
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SCHOOL

UPDATES

NAME/FLAG
CHANGE IN OUT

O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
0 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
El 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 00 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0O .00
0 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O DO
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
ID 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0

NAME
STUDENT

FLAGS

CLASS:

TEST REQUESTS

ID TZ I [LI lii
1;10
o
0

,...4.0............100.=(..........1!

0
1,V...... 0

0

0

0
0

0

0

F I GURE 2
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SCHOOL ! 1 .1 I

SCHOOL UDATES

(RAM #2A)

1
FORMER
CLASS

2 3
STUDENT r NEW
CODE CLASS

1 I I" 1 31 ILI 1
1JjJ

1 i i

1 II! fl_li_11 li i f

1 Il !f
I i ! ii , 1

!

I 1;; ! I j :_ .! ;; I I

...1,...1._ j.._j! a_ L_L_L_L...L...
1.1-j I

i

i I J i .. , t !
1 , !

,

,......L.L__Ljj_i_J
1 1 t t

i rILII-11!_11. l!ti
_L_t_L_L_i_:_L_L::.....j._"..,i

....j..... .2_,.......L.:_l_l_.,_:,_:... jr.....L.L_Li_i

i

...__LI j_i_l_i__L_Li..............L...4

-

I t
1 .......,.....,.....L.....L.41

t
i

I I . i . : . 1 - 1

....*.Rmlaal- . L4

INSTRUCTIONS:

EACH COLUMN IS NUMBERED (1 TO 3)

t

DATE -

!

1. To CHANGE a class Code, complete columns I & 3.
2. To CHANGE a student (to a new class in the same school),

complete columns 1,2 & 3.

FIGURE .3
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The coordinator enters the student's identification num-

ber in column two, "STUDENT CODE." He also enters the school

code and date of the change at the top of the form and then

forwards the completed form to Miss Jackson at RRI.

If the student has transferred from, or to, a school

within the same administrative jurisdiction (BOCES or City

District, .e.g.) the student's original identification number

must be determined so that it can continue to be used. If,

however, the student has transferred into the District, from

outside the BOCES or City, a number will be assigned to him

by the computer. If the student has transferred out of the

BOCES or City District, his number will be inactivated by the

computer.

To handle these kinds of "adds" or "deletes," the coordi-

nator uses the form shown in Figure 4.

The coordinator dates the form and indicates the type

of transfer by using code letters AI D or C in column one.

Code letter A (for "add") indicates a student has transferred

into the District (BOCES or City) from an outside school. Code

letter D (for "delete") indicates the student has transferred

to a school outside the District (BOCES or City). Code letter

C (for :Ichange") indicates the student has changed schools

within the District (BOCES or City).

For a student new to the District, the coordinator en-

ters the student's new school in column two, new class in

51
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INTER-SCHOOL UPDATES

(FORM 111) 'DATE ...1.111.110M1.1.111100

001.0P.-

6
OPDATESCHOOL CLASS STUDENT NEW NEW NEW NAME

CODE CODE SCHOO CLASS '(LAST/ MET) FLAGSift.ignomplin ..m10.11.41.1

J

I

I It

.1011i101fty

I

.1 .1 ) I

I

.1.1.1.1..L.

-LLLJJLL JiLL, Lii.Ii ...L W Li I I

LL LL

IJ 1.1.111..1.U.

1NSTRUCTIONS:',

L.L.J.LL.L.LLLLL.LLLLLLJ.J.d .1..

I 1 I '...LL....L.U.L.I.J.u.t.i..LLALLL.LLI.J...LL.

I

EACH COLUMNIS NUMBERED: (1 TO 8).

1. To DELETE a student (left the'district), code a 'D' in column,1 & complete columm 2,3 6 4,
2, To ADD a student (aew in the ,districtL code an 'A, in column 1 & complete colUmns 2,301 111.
3. To CHANGE a school number for a class,(error in school code)i Aode a 'C' in.column 1 i

complete columns 2,3 6 5,

4. To CHANGE a student (to a new school 6 c1ass within the district), code a
Aomnlete coluguis 211,4'154 6.



column three, and name (last name, then first initial) in .

column seven. For a student leaving the District, the coordi-

nator enters the student's former school in column two, fomer

class in column three, and identification number in column four.

For a student changing schools within the District, the coordi-

nator enters the student's former school in column two, former

class in column three, identification r,LImber in column four,

new school in column five, and new class in column six.

Upon completing this form, the coordinator forwards it

to RBI for entry into the computer.
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Other jglImes_and Corrections

Student Names

Using the same form (see Figure 5) which carries the class

roster, teadhers can correct misspellings of student and teacher

names. To make a student name Change, the teacher places a

Check mark Ms under the column heading "Name/Flag Change" in

the box next to the name to be corrected. The teacher then runs

a single line through the incorrectly spelled name and prints

the correct version directly below it. In making a correction

of the spelling of his or her name, the teacher merely runs a

single line through the improperly spelled name and prints the

correct version directly above it.

The teacher then forwards the corrected form to the cur-

- riculum-coordinator---for-t-ransmittal

Class Codes

A teacher or coordinator may notice that a class code is

incorrect. In such a case; he or she tAses the form shown in

Figure 6 to correct the class code. (This is the same form

shown in Figure 3 for use in resolving "adds" or "deletes"

wlthin a school.)

corrections are made by entering the former, incorrect

code in column one, 'and entering the new, correct code in

column three. (Column two is left blank.)
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JulSCHOOL..

SCHOOL: UPDATES

INSTRUCTIONS:

EACH COLUMN IS NUMBERED (1 TO 3)

1. To CHANGE a class code, complete columns 1 & 3.
2. To CHANGE a stucLant (to a new class in the same school),

complete columns 1,2 & 3.

'DATE

FIGURE 6
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The completed form is then forwarded by the coordinator

to Miss Jackson at Riverside.

School Codes

A teacher or coordinator may notice that a school code

is incorrect. In such a case, he or she uses the form shown

in Figure 7 to correct the school code. (This is the same form

shown in Figure 4 for use by the coordinator in resolving "adds"

or "deletes" involving transfers between schools.)

Corrections are made by entering the code letter C in

oolumn one, the incorrect school code in column two, each class

given the incoriect school code in column three, and the correct

school code in column five.

Once again the completed form is sent by the coordinator

to RRI.
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b.

INTER-SCHOOL UPDATES

. (FORM #7) DATE

1 2

11

3 4

PDAT CHOO CLASS (STUDENT
CODE CODE

...../107

lijj

II III I 11II.

ll Ili' _1_1111 II

^1 I L_ 1 I 1 1. I i I

lilt

I: jij 11111

, 5

'NEW

SCHOOL

6 .

NEW
CLASS

7
NEW NAME

lLAST, INIT)

8

NEw
FLAGs

III11111:111I111IfIL

I .1...1,_.L.L.L.1.1.1.L.L..u....t..1.1.11.L.L.L.1,_

J1.1_1_1111-1111i1.-11...1.1111LL

1-4--

J

t I

jil i ii i Ell jitl 1. 1H,

IJ 1111 1_111_1i-11
INSTRUCTIONS: .

EACH COLUMNIS NUMBERED: (1 TO 8).

LLI ii I U L

1 I J 1 1 1 1 1

0

1, To DELETE a student (left the district), code a 'D. in column 1 & complete columns 2,3 & 4.
2. To ADD a student (new in the district), cOde all1A' in Column 1 & complete columns 20,7 & 8.

3. To CHANGE a school number for a class (error in school code), code a .C' in colnmn

complete columns 2,3 & 5.
4. To CHLNGE a student (to a new school & c*.ass wit"lin the distriCt), code a columl &

nr;.=:Aets tolomns 2,3,4,5 & 6.



Eggatpti,ng Student Evaluation Record Sheets

In order to record student attainment or non-attainment

of objectives, teadhers must use the appropriate evaluation

record sheets (see sample in Figure 8 and discussion below).

These record sheets should be requested sufficiently early to

allow time for U.S. Mail delivery from Riverside before the

anticipated testing or evaluation date. (A minimum of a week

to 10 days is suggested.)

To obtain record sheets, the teacher uses the computer-

printed, most recent version of his or her class roster. The

teacher enters the code number of the requested evaluation

record Sheet at the upper right-hand section of the form. (Code

numbers for evaluation record sheets correspond to the "module/

unit" Oodes which appear in the curriculum guide and in Appen-

Ix B in the-ba-cfc Of this guide.)--The insirUci-or then places

a check mark (V) in the box next to the name and ID number of

each student to be evaluated.

When this request form is completed, the teacher, through

the coordinator, forwards it to RRI. It mst be noted that

evaluation record sheets ma be regv9.2.11-4_only_forjatkamm

Whose names appear on -Ple pre-printed comnuter roster. Before

an evaluation record sheet can be obtained for a student not

listed on the class roster, the teacher must carry oat the pro-

cedures described above relating to the addition of students.
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MOD/UNIT ID STUDENT CLASS SCHOOL
CODE

STUDENT EVALUATION .RPCORD SHiET
FIELD TEST FIRST PHASE

155 10 OCC ED

DIRECTIONS TO INSTRUCTOR!. THE NUMBERS BELOW CORRESPOND TO THE NUMBERS OF PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION ITEMS IN THE COLUMN LABELLED "EVALUATION" FOUND IN YOUR CURRICULUM GUIDE. WHEN
THIS MODULE/UNIT IS COMPLETED, MARK EITHER YES OR NO FOR THE APPROPRIATE ITEMS BELOW,
INDICATING THAT THE STUDENT NAMED ABOVE HAS OR HAS NOT MET EACH PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE.
PLEASE FILL EACH BOX COMPLFTELY; USING A #2 PENCIL

-17.

23.

VV5

YES

_24...:. ., TO NO 0

25. S 0 N° 11

27. -Yttl No.g.

28. Ve5 NO G

. 29. list! Nog.

.30 ve5 P40 a

31. 'Es 0 NO 0

32. yis NOa.======.1....Ow.....

tl 8

11, P

i.i

.. ii

i 0

11 II

.0 11

0 0
9 1-,....-,--7 63

[

0
r

3210

0

9

0

5 7 t 5

0

0

0

0

0

H

0

0

0
4 : 210

.

9676343210

0

0 [1

0

J El

0

1100
9
II

11

D

0

0

0

1

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

9

9 1

...........m....111

11

li

11

[1

0



As seen in Figure 8, the evaluation record sheet is pre-

printed by the computer to show at the top of the page: the

module/unit code, the student's identification number, the

student's name, the class code and the school code.

It is imperative that theamrcisriate record sheet be

for the student whose name al:Tears on it.

6 1
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Transmitting Student Evaluation Record Sheets
.

The teacher's instruction may cover all, or only some, of

the Student Performance Objectives of a module/unit for one or

more students. Furthermore, the instruction for the complete or

partial module/unit may extend over a. relatively short period of

time (e.g., two to three weeks) or be spread out over a longer

period (perhaps an entire semester) probably because other

total.or partial module/units.are interspeksed.

For many students there is motivational value in having a-

written record of accomplishment as their work proceeds.

a week after RiVerside Research Institute receives'a

Within

Student Eya3.=

each siauderation Record Sheet an individualized report

wlll be returned to the teacher.) Therefore, whether the teacher

plans to cover all or only some of the Objecti'yes of a module/uni

a) if the instruction occurs over a short period of

time the Record Sheet for each student who has

received instruction and has-been tsted or evalu-

ated should be transmitted at the end of this

short Period;

if the instruction is being spread over a long

period, the Record Sheet for each student who is

receiving instruction on the module/unit should

be transmitted periodically _(e.g.Imattly) ,_pitta

if the student has attaintg_allalatixt

during_tha-E time.

f

EValuation Record Sheets should be sent to the ISS/OZ coor-

dinator for forwarding to the Riverside Research Institute. Plezu

do not fold or staple these forms.
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Changes in Student Records

In the event that a teacher wisi-s to change a student s

record of mastery without retesting (e.g, the teacher wtshes

to change the record to read that a student now has adhieveci

mastery of an item or items for which non-mastery had been re-

ported), he or she uses the form shown in Figure 9.

In using the form shown in Figure 9, the teacher enters

the date of the change, school code and class code at the top

of the form. Then the teacher enters the identification number

for each student whose record is to be changed, the module/unit

code of the evaluation record sheet on which the non-mastered

objective was originally indicated, the date on which the ini-

tial evaluation occurred, and the objectives for whidh the

record is to be changed.

Attention is called to the fact that the date of the ini-
tial evaluation is re orted in the order of ear month and day..

Upon completion, the teacher forwards the forth to'

If the situation is one in which the teacher wishes to

delete an entire evaluation report from the record, the teacher

so notifies the curriculum coordinator who then reports the matter

to RRI using the form shown in Figure 10.

The coordinator first enters the date of the _change, school

code, class code, student ID numbdr, date of reporting the initial

evaluation results, and the code number of the module/unit evalu-

ation record involved. He then forwards the completed form to

0 63
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Pzj

PROFESSIONAL JUDGEMENT - OBJECTIVE MASTERY

(FORM 113)

SCHOOLF7-1

STUDENT tiEraiii.
CODE I CODE

1,1 10 .PmnlowlOrra

CLASS

PURPOSE:

DATE

'EVAEATION

DATE

OBJ

NO4

.
.

OBJ

NO1

.

1 1

OBJ

NO1

111....1.1-1-.-.4.1.1...-L-1.1.

ill.
.L.i.l.

ILL

OBJ

,NOt

OBJ

NO4

OBJ 1

NO,

OBJ

NO.

011
NO.

LAU_

ri

L.

_I_

1.....J..

. L .

00

...1.......L.

J

DY

1._....1.11._

_I_

t i ...L.LL

1.1.1*

.1.u.l.

.1.1.1.

LL
_Li ...L.L.L.

.1

Ili ..11.1

..u.L.

i i t

_Lid_

LILL

..L.L....L.i..1...1.1.L.J.,,,u...I L .. .1.1.1_ ....L.L.1-1-1 LLE......LIL J_L.L. II L
_ 1...i I...Ail. U.I.. 1.1.1.....11.1. J.U... ...1.-1..1. .1...1_1_

_I ..i. I. .11.1 _l_l_l_. I I..1 .1...1.1...1.1.1. .11,1,....L.L.L .1.1.1.,

...L. 1_ I. Lid .,unL, 1.1..1....L.L.L..LLL.J.1...L. it I L.L....1

.1 _I_ J. .11.1..,J I..U. ..L.L.L. 1....L.L.J.L.I. ,J.L.L. J..u.... _WI.

J.. 1., ..L. LI.L... ..1.1.L...14.1 ill ILI _III liJ II.[
...1....L L.U._ AIL 1.LLjjLJJLLLrtLL
L.1. J. L. 1.1.1. . .11 J. L ...u...i....LaLLII, r J.,..i E. 1 I

TO UPDATE PUPIL MASTERY OF OBJECTIVES WITHOUT RETESTING

YOH MPST C(sMPLETE MIS FORM By.filODULEIUN IT CODE.
ieI I lii hrouTivt mition(n) ThE PUPIL Hm MASTERED WITHOUT FORMAL RETESTING. USE THE

Cr ii,1 UT 10 0,14,11,E AU: I.,H[OHMATIOH, REPORT ONLY THOSE OBJECTIVES THE. PUPIL DID
,4! ;!4)41.1.414A I 4.11.:



.3111nEtiLLAMELRECDRILDELEILL

(FORM 116)

t3. 2
ct-toot., CLASS
CODE j CODE

DATE -..

3 j 4
STUDENT DATE

CODE MO DY YR

5,
MODULE,' UNIT

CODE

r I
1 I '

I
I . t MI I ill i



Computer Printouts

Using the present ISS software, several reports can be pro-

duced for the classroom teacher following each module/unit evalu-

ation. For illustrative purposes, two of these are described

below.

The results of each module/unit evaluation are displayed

for the se.c of students tested on a computer printout having

ihe form shown in Figure 11.

The date of the report, title, page number, school code,

class code, and module/unit code, are all printed at the top.

The first column in the body of the sample printout con-

tains student names; the second, student I.D. number; the third

anei fourth, each student's performance for each of the objec-

tives tested,

PerformazIce is indicated by a + or -0 and by a fraction.

The 4- indicates mastery; the - indicates non-mastery. /f the

fraction, which is related'to the performance criterion for the

objectives, is equal to 1, mastery is indicated. A fraction of ;

less than 1 ehaws nom-mastery._

Below tlse columns, the number of scudents adhieving each

objective is printed. Below these, the number of students tak-___

ing the test is printed.
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08/13/15 +NO OF NODULE TEST REHM

SCHOOL 2/(3 PERIOD CR.4 RN ?ON CLASS 1+312 NODULE 410011

UOJECIIVE5

MOM sluotto NO, 0001 0002,

HOUTON, N 2324oti +4/3 "2/3

NOwL3, A 2324/3 WI +4/1

PEN/14.k, L n?059 +4/1 #4/3

Elik1151 R 2340 .1/3

AURAG$ J 3241, ../5 #4/3

EOkONADD0 L 232451 +3/3 44/3

OvED, 8 232566 4413

31,30411 6 232554 +4/3 #3/3

RAND/ / 23260S 43/3

J 232d21 43/3

NARCU3 J 232641 44/1 +5/3

GuITANHERL, N miss OM #4/3

NE131.046 23249 +US -in

NOko111, N neat , +3/1 -2/3

DARIILAI, 1 232691 43/1 43/3

BO3CO, ?WOO 44/1 #4/3

GALANIL, T. 232112 43/1 44/3

MERRY, D 232126 +1/1 .1/3

RUDOLPH, L 232110 +3/3 2/3

HUDDIANt 3 232144 62/1 +3/3

6E804 N 82154 +4/3 #4/3

TLITT, A 21210 44/1 #4/I

NICASIRO, 0 232116 44/1 44/3

SMARTT, A 23290 +4/1 0/3

PANGLPIE/ V 64106 +4/3 +4/3

1OTAL PASSING 23 19

TOTAL 3tudeNf3

PAGL

ITEN

RAM RATIO

6/ I 3/

13/ 4 2/ 2

8/ 1 2/

0/ 3/

a/ a 1/ 2

11 A 2/ ?

d/ 2/ ?

1/ 1/ 2

1/ 6 2/

1/ A 3/

T/ 6 21 2

Al 2/

4/ J/ 2

5/ 6 1/ 2

6/ 2/ 2

6/ A 3/ 2

// 0 2/

Ai 1/ 2

5/ 6 I/ 2

5/ 6 I/

8/ 5 2/ 2

0/ 6 2/ 2

5/ 2/ 2.

7/ 5 2/

el 8 2/ 2



Two columns at the right of the printout, labeled "ITEM

RATIO" and "OBJ RATIO," display aggregated*data in fractional

form. For each student taking the test, the "ITEM RATIO" col-

umn displays the total number of items answered correctly above

the total number of items on the test. Similarly: for each stu-

dent taking the test, the "OBJ RATIO" column eisplays the total

number of objectives mastered above the total number of objec-

tives on the test.

Student Report

The student report is intended for teacher information and

records, but can also b used to advise parents, guidance coun-

selors and others of the student's achievement in pursuit of

performance objectives.

Examples of the student report are shown in I.gure 12.

The printout displays student name, school, class and

report date at the top. The body of the report lists the code

and description of both the module/unit and its performance ob-

jective(s). Maatery for an objective is shown by the word "YES"

displayed under the column heading "Mastered," to the right of

the objective code; a blank space in this position indicates

non-mastery. In addition, the number of items correctly answered

and the number of correct answers required for mastery are al-:.=

displayed for each objective.
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OUuTON, h SCHOOL 276 CLASS 11312 PERIOD GR 4 Rm, 2u 08111/75

ITEMS 1TEHS
410011 FOURTHS ; EIGHTHS OF AN Imo OBJECTIVE MASTERED CORRECT NEEDED

4100101 DETERMINE ION MANY FOuRTHS IN IIN,2 I/21N ETC 004/ YES 4 3

4100102 DETERMINE HON MARY EIGHTHS IN iIN, 2 1/21mt En 0002 2 1
,

HOWES, E SCHOOL 276 CLASS 11112 PERIOD GR 4 RO 209 . 05/13/15

ITEMS ITEMS

410011 FOURTHS A EIGHTHS OF AN Imo 0:J0E0CITIYE 'MASTERED CORRECT NEEDED

4100101 DETERMINE HOw MANI FOURTHS IN 1162 112IN ETC YES 4

4100102 DETERMINE HOW mANy EIGHTHS IN IIN, 2 1/2IN, ETC 0002 YES 4 3

PAGE 41

PAGE 5

WINNER, L SCHOOL 216 CLASS 13112 PERIOD OR 4 RM 209 06/13/7S PAGE 6

ITEMS ITEMS

410011 FOURTHS 6 EIGHTHS Of AN INCH OBJECTIVE MASTERED CORRECT NEEDED ,

4100101 DETERNINE Flipe IoNy FOURTHS IN IINO 1/2IN ETC 0001 YES 4 3

4100102 DETERMINE HOW MANY EIGHTHS IN IIN, 2 I/21N, ETC 0002 YES 4 . 3



IS505 PUPIL FI1E1

School & Code

NuMber
of

Classes

Number
of

Teacherz

Number
of

Tuni1s

Dutchess County OE Center (311) 7 3 124

Orange County OE Center (4ll) 6 3 114

No. Westchester Tech. Center (511) 10 5 200

Foreman Area Ed. Center (611) 11 6 180

Charlotte High School,

Rochester
(711) 2 1.

35

Marshall High School,

Rochester
(712) 6 3 115

Edison Tech. High School,

Rochester
2 1 46

Automotive Annex, Rochester (714) 2 1 29

Ra3sau Co. S.W. Center (811) 2 1 48

Nassau Co. S. E. Center (812) 1 1 28

Nassau Co. N. E. Center (813) 2 1 45

Nassau Co. N. W. Center (814) 2 1 48

TOTALS 12

11 111.

53 27 1,012

1This file indicates
the number of students registered in the program.

Information on progress achievement varies depending on input from

each region.
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APPENDIX B

Sample Modules

Automotive Mechanics: Lubrication Service

Office Training: Mail Handling

9 2
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COURSE: Auto Mechanics'

UNIT: INTRODUCTION TO AUTO MECHANICS

CODE: 17320107

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

I

MODULE: LUBRICATION SERVICE

TASK: Change Engine 011 and Filter

01 Given an operational engine with oil, oll filter, necessary tools and materials, the student will

. drain the engine oil

remove oldioil filter

. prepare gaskets and gasket surfaces

. install new engine oil and oll filter

check for leaks

. complete the :ask in twice the flat rate time.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

Given an operational engine with oil, oil filter,

necessary tools and materials, the student will:

. identi,fy the various types and grades of oil

identify the types of oil filters

identifie4 the yarious types and uses of drain plugs

, display an understanding of how to replace a stripped

oil pan drain plug.

93

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT-..=0/.=sm/...
monstration:

. Draining and refilling crankcase

Removing oil filter

Using special tools

Preparing and installing new oil filter

Information:

Types of oils

Types of oil filters

Special tools

, Types of drain plugs

Use of manuals



NAME

TEACHER
CLASS

MODULE: LUBRICATION,SERVICE 17320107

CRITERION-REFERENCED MEASUREMENT SHEET

CHECK ONE ONC

DATE .
MET MAJOR OBJECTIVE 0

NEEDS FURTHER INSTRUCTION (1

REMARKS:

MAJOR OBJECTIVE: 01

Given an operatiorial engine with oil, oil filter, necessary tools and

materials, t'he student will:

. drain the engine oil

. remove old oil filter

. prepare gaskets and gasket surfaces

. install new engine oil and oil filter

check for leaks

complete the task in twice the fiat rate time.

Did student, when applicable:

1. Observe safety standards?

2. Use trade acceptable standards?

3. Meet manufacturer's specs?

4. Use proper procedure?

5. Use proper tools?

6. Observe good housekeeping practices?

7. Complete necessary paper work?

8. Complete the job in an acceptable time

period based on flat rate time?

.110.01141.



COURSE: Auto Mechanics

UNIT: INTRODUCTION TO AUTO MECHANICS

CODE: 17320107

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

MODULE: LUBRICATION SERVICE

TASK: Lubricate Chassis

02 Given a car, lift, high pressure chassis lubricator, necessary tools and lubrication manuals,

the student will:

lubricate the car's chassis and related body parts as indicated in the lubrication manuals

visuaily inspect all points to be certain they are properly lubricated

. check all fluid levels and bring all fluids up to proper level

accurately Complete the necessary paperwork

complete the task according to mfg. specs, in twice the flat rate time.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES
0.1....MM11=1111M

Given a car, lift, lubrication manual, necessary tools

and equipment, the student will:

demonstrate an understanding as to the use of lubri-

cation manuals

. identify the various types of lubricants

identify the various types of lubricating equipment

list the proper lubrication procedure

identify the various lubrication points, both

chassis and body

identify and complete the supporting paperwork.
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SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT

Demonstration:

Proper procedure for lubricating a car's

chassis and body parts

Location of various filler plugs

Location of various level indicators

Information:

Various level checking procedures

Types of lubricants

Types of lubrication equipment

Use of lubrication manuals

Lubrication procedures

Related safety

Supporting paperwork



4.4

NAME

TEACHER

MODULE:

CRITERION-REFERENCED MEASUREMENT SHEET

CHECK ONE ONLY

DATE
MET MAJOR OBJECTIVE []

CLASS
NEEDS FURTHER INSTRUCTION

REMARKS:LUBRICATION SERVICE 17320107

MAJOR OBJECTIVE: 02

Given a car, lift, high pressure chassis lubricator, necessary tools

and lubrication manuals, the student Oh

,
lubricate the car's chassis and related body parts as indicated In

the lubrication manuals

visually inspect all points to be certain.they are properly

lubricated

check all fluid levels and bring all fluids up to proper level

,
accurately complete the necessary paperwork

complete the task according to mfg. specs., in twice the flat

rate time,

Did student, when applicable:

1. Observe safety standards?

2. Use trade acceptable standards?

3. Meet manufacturer's specs?

4. Use proper procedure?

5. Use proper tools?

, 64 Observe good housekeeping practices?

7. Complete necessary paper work?

8. Complete the job in an acceptable time

period based on flat rate time?
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COURSE: Office Trpining

UNIT: ComMunication Skills

CODE: 1.4330203

MODULE: Mail Handl ing

TASK: 01 Process incoming and outgoing communications

and materials

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

01 Given a
writtenItest the student will demonstrate the ability to

expedite delivery of communications and

materials by completing the test with 80% accuracy within 30 minutes.

A

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

The student will sort, open,date-stamp, check, and route

incoming mail.

Outgoing mail

The student will check and prepare correspondence and

materials for outgoing mail.

Maintain records

The student will keep necessary correspondence records.

Mail classes and services

The student will
Identify classes of mail and special

services of the postal office and indicate appropriate

use of each.

Shipping services

The student will identify shipping services and indicate

appropriate use of each.

Postal references

The student will use postal references,

Postal equipment

The student will identify
office equipment used to prepare

mail for posting.

101

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT

NPAINWANIONfteal.M.MMIN.M.11

.........m.m.m.m.m.rom.r.r......

Vocabulary

correspondence/materials register

under separate cover

opening, scanning,
annotatlng, routing mail

classes of mail

girth

parcel post zones

special delivery

registered mail

certified mall mailgram

return receipt requested

special handling

bulk rate

sorting, bundling, facing

optical scanner

zip code

zip code directory

mass mailings

chain feeding

postal scale

postage meter

addressograph

shipping guides and services

terminal

mailing lists

international and domestic mall

10



MODULE: Mail Handling

TASK(S) : 01. Process incoming and outgoing
communications and materials

NAME :

SECT ION:

DATE :

CR ITER ION-REFERENCED MEASUREMENT

I. You are asked to prepare the following items for mailing. In order to correctly
determine mailing cost of each item, you must determine the class of mail to
which the item belongs and decide which special services you require. Indicate
the class of mail for each item by writing a letter from Column I in the space
provided; indicate any special service(s) by writing the appropriate letter(s)
from those listed in Column II.

Column I - Classes o'" ,011 Column II - Special Services

a) first
b) second class
c) third class
d) fourth class (parcel post)
e) mixed

1. Final notice of overdue payment--
proof of delivery

2. Carbon copy of letter--regular delivery

3. Company postcard confirming appointment

4. Company catalog weighing 3 oz.

5. Shampoo sample, weighing 1 oz.

6. Signed contract

7. Stock certaicates valued at -$5,000

8. Copy of SEVENTEEN magazine

9. Mail order merchandise weighing 2 lbs.
not paid for in advance

10. Book with bill attached to package

11. Letter to be delivered to addressee
immediately upon receipt at addressee's
post office

0 special delivery
g) special handling
h) registered
1) certified
j) insured
k) C.O.D.

Column I Column II



MODULE: Mail Handling

11. For each of the following situations, select the term or phrase which best
completes the statement, and write the letter which precedes it in the space
provided.

1. Your employer neglected to .sign a check requiring his signature
attached to an outgoing letter. You would:

a. sign his name
b. send it unsigned
c. return it to him later

2. You are enclosing material in an envelope which seems unusually

heavy. Correct Postage can be determined:

a. on an addressograph machine
b. on a postage scale
c. by calling the post office

A customer reports he did not receive a contract. Your records

indicate it was mailed. Which of the following Post Office
services would you employ?

a. certified mail
b. recall mail
c. trace mail

4. To locate the zip code of the State Education Department, located
on Washington Avenue, Albany, NY, in the ZIP Code Directory, the
first item you would locate is:

a. Albany
b. New York
c. Washington Avenue

5. On sconning an incoming letter, you note that the enclosure indi-
cated does not accompany the letter. You would:

a. let your boss handle it
b. note the, cmission.on the letter
c. call the police

6. By accident you open a personal letter addressed to your employer.

You should:

a. reseal or tape the letter and maKe no mention of-your mistake
b. discard the letter because it is non-business related
c. replace the letter in the envelope and attach a note explaining

your error
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MODULE: Mail Handling

7. The most efficient way of circulating an incoming routine memo
addressed to five people is:

a. post it on the bulletin board
b. attach a routing slip
c. duplicate the memo and send each person his own copy

8. If your employer's mail included the following items, which should
be placed in first order to get his attention?

a. interoffice memo
b. trade journal
c. special delivery letter

In a zip code such as 14622, the last two numbers (22) represent:

a. local postal zone
b. city or sectional center
c. national postal zone

10. The most efficient way of mailing monthly statements (bills)
would be:

a. type an envelope for each statement
b. type an address label and attach to an envelope for each
c. enclose each in a window envelope

ill. Select the most efficient and'economical method of shipping the following items,
Write your choice in the space provided.

I. An electric typewriter weighing 30 lbs. being shipped to a newly
opened branch office 75 miles away.

a. Air Express
b. Parcel Post
C. UPS

2. A steel safe weighing 300 lbs. being shipped to a customer 1800
miles away--speed of delivery not essential. Private delivery to
and from a terminal is available if needed.

a. Bus
b. Air
c. Truck

-
3. A designer's just-completed fashion-line to-meet a manufacturer's

deadline with 24 hours, to a city 600 miles away.

a. Air Freight
b. Air Express
c. -Bus
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MODULE: Mail'Handling

4. Your are sending a supply of catalogs and stationary to your
London, England office. If cost rather than speed of delivery
is more important, you would send the materials:

a. Air Freight
b. Air Express
c. Boat

5. Magnetic tapes requiring controlled temperature environment must
be transported by:

a. Bus
b. UPS
c. Air

************************

Did the student complete the test on mail handling with 80% accuracy within
30 minutes?

Comments:

[] Ye:, [] No
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1 NTROWICT1ON

For those who 1:.ay not be familiar with an instructional

support system', it may be well to devote these first few

words to what it is, how it works, and what one might expect

to get out of it. First of all, it should be thought of as

a too1 to help keep_track of where each individual student

is, within a c lin curriculum. it is hoped that any given

subject mat taught can be structured into a modular-

_ized set-of-unit..i, each of' which ha-5.a pre-defined attainment

criteria. If a teacher can keep traek of each student's-

progress through these modules, then perhaps the jbb of

managing the classroom can be made easier. There is not so

much difference, then, from the standard way in which most

teachers keep some sort of progress notebook for the students

in the class. The difference lies mostly in complexity. and

hence the need for assistance in the form of an instructional

framework.

The instructional support system, then, is designed to-

help keep track of student progress, reporting this informa-

tion to both the teacher and the student on at least a weekly

basis. A report may reflect, for instance, that all students

in a class are having difficulty with a certain module or
.

topfC. This inPormation could then be used to help structure .

the class' instruction. The student, hopefully, will find

the reports given to him to be useful in reflecting his own
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progress, and pointing ont to him areaS where he might devote

-More work.

A further aspect of an instructiOnal .support. system is .

that it should be able to generate longitndinal reports at

the end of a particular period, thusrelicying the teacher

of such work. Once it has been entered, evaluation data is

stored within the system, so that the teacher-does not have

to worry about Such record keeping functions. All of this

is aimoo "1 proving the informaon obtained on student

while reducing the clerical workload of the

teacher.

There arc two problems with trying to establish a set

of course modules and topics. First, it would be very

difficult to keep traCk of the data which is needed to eval

uate each individual student. -Using such a system manually

would place a heavy burden on each teacher. There mnst be,

therefore, new ways for the teacher to manage data which

*reflects student growth. Such problems are more and more

.being solved by the use of computers, which are very good at

storing and processing data. Computers, however, have a

special knack of being so complex and difficult to use that

they often end up being more frustrating than helpful. This

manual will introduce a new way of using a computer, and
-

hopefully it i1i be sufficiently eilsy-to-use that-it can

open np the possibilities of more efficient classroom

management.
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The way in which you will use the'system described in

this ;nal is not all tbat different: from a system you may

already be using. Depending' on your past experience, you

may or may not he happy to hear that there are a certain

number of forms to be filled.ont. Frankly, there is no way

around this. Every effort hos been made, however, to reduce

the number of forms needed, as well as the complexity of

each form. There is a good deal of flexibility in what you

may wish to include or leave out of the forms used. The

bare minimum for any sort of student evaluation system are

regul.ar teacher reports, which involve, .in this case,

report on each student for the module being taught.- A module

conSists of a number of topics, and each toPic can contain a

number of items. Thus one can envision, within an office'

training course, a module concerning adding machines which

contains four topics covering identification of parts, adding

digits, subtracting digits, and multiplYing digits. Each

topic could have several evaluation items with which to

measure performance. These items could either be direct

performance measures or they could be subjective evaluations

made by the teacher.

Every time a student completes the material of a module

he should-he evaluated on that modUle. This simply means_

filling out a short form for each student, infacating whether

or not he.has successfully mastered the items within the

module. The only other information which you may wish to
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provide is your class list, with tho student names and

tdentificayon numbers. These numbers can either he those

used by the school for the students enrolled, or they can be

numbers you generate yourself. Tf you use your own numbering

system, then you would be the only person with that list.

Once the class list has been entered it need not be re-entered .

or altered unless a student leaves or enters the class, or a

change in spelling or numbering is desired. 14,1th the class

list -on file the reports- will not only be more personal, but

they will be easier to keep track of and hand ont to.the

students. All of this is designed to be used just as you

would if you did your own scoring and reporting.

Each region participating in this program is represented

by, a Curriculum Coordinator. Tn most cases it will be his

responsibility to order .the evaluation reports. Any informa-

tion which has been submitted up to that point, since the

last reports, Will be included in the current-reports. The

most likely cycle would be a generation of reports at the end

of each week and, depending, on the. installation; results would

be returned the rollowing week or the next day. Tn this way

tbe results can be used in an on-going way in helping to

.determine the lesson plans.
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THE TERMINAL

Instead of using paper forms, with the associated

problems or ordering, mailing, and possible loss, we will

use a device called a .terminal, which looks very much like

a.small television set. lorms Which areto be filled out

appear on the screen, on regnest,Aust as they do (Nn paror .

with instructions and identifying labels, and areas to

filled in. The Module Evaluation Form, for instance, appears

on the screen as it looks on the following page. ii should

be clear what Is to be entered, and whore: filling out

the form, you use a device which looks like a typewriter

keyboard attached to the terminal. It has all the numeric

and alphabetic keys which you are used to, plus a few

special ones you will soon get used t.o. The.terminal is

Connected to a central computer by means pf standard tele--

phone lincs, using the procedures outlined in Appendix A.

After you connect the terminal, you may enter evaluation

even comments andresults, names, roster changes, and

suggestions. This section of the manual will be devoted to

how the terminal ts.ilscA to do these things. Although the

instructions may at fi.rt seem ated, they should soon

wake reasonable sojise.

Before going further fee should have an idea of what

the structure of the system looks
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DATE

CLASS

counst

UNIT

MODULE

MODULE EVALUATT ON PoRM

OTU1L,NT TDENT1 CATION

STUDENT NAME ( PTI ()NAL. )

* ***ITEM EVALUATI oNS : ENTER

tmmtmyy )

or "U" IN

-7-

GROUPS OP ks

0 1 - 0 4 : 05-08 : : 09-12 : : 13-16 :

17-20 : 21-24 : 25-28 : : 29-32 : :

37-40: 41-44: 45-48:. :

16-52: 53-56: 57-60: : 61-64: :

COMMENTS-- :

COMMENTS-- :
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paper forms into some' rolder or file, the information which

is entered into a terminal form is stored in what is called

a batch. Now allhour:h you cannot physically see or pick up

this batch, 'it is conceptually similar to ; file which is so

labelled and stored that you can get Yot, neod

something new int:,) it (4r make changes tc i irIv _n-

it. You cam give a batch a.name for identification, .and that

name will be how you refer to it from then on JhisjiaMe

can be any two-character

hi s own

as your

set, and as,.

batch, it Should be something

initials

.easy to roMember such.

(unless someone else is

In using your terminal you.wIlI normally begin -a ne.w.-

batch or get-your old one from the batch

point the batch will be copied into what

library, at which

iS called a

space". This can ba visualized as the top of a'table upon

which you place your file to work on it. You-may spread out

the contents 'so that youl can look through them, or make

corrections to them. The batch in the workspace is a copy

of what is stored in the library where the batch came from.

When your work on your,batch is ended, the old version in

the library is replaced by the new'versi-n in the workspace.

Thus you,de no_t have_ to return the current batch to the

library unless it has been added to or changed somehow.

The informationAThich- is entered into a form on the

terminal is called a "transaction", rand includes all the

iurormation for that entry, for that format. Thus ir you
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complete. the evalnation form for one student, then that

information becomes a transaction. Your batch can store up

to 299 -of these

be fro,

transactions .t'any.one time, and they may.--- -

.1Aqat. Thus 'you enter thi,ty

from the i format: .five from the Transfers format .

and sixtY from the Module- Eva:I-nation format, and your batch

would then contain ninety-five transactions. When -!ibu

.release your batch for processing by the -.system, all- the -

Aransactions are removed from the batch and-added teb_an.

in ternal , and much larger, 3 ibrary.

used later in longitudinal reports. . At that point you would

beginyour batch again, addint transactienS

'periedlUntil you wished them processed..

The terminal. 4-.)f coUrse, cannot understandWhatyou

frowa now

.want to do unleSs you use a set-of commands which i t can

understand. Such a set is listed-on the following pdge,OnA
. -

by using these commands yon

task in the system.

.11.oltia be -ablcyto acComplis11.4.7.3r

Can GET a bateh..cir.prpTia.,Thus you

batch, and END, HOLD, br RELEASE A batch for- process-kng.-.:,

Having gotten a batch, it is then in the Current workSpace,

-.ancican be- altered by adding NEW transactions, Ui'DATing .old

ones, or REMOVing old ones. If you wish

tion which Ira, already been entered, yon can

look at informa-
LTST transac-

tions,--FTND, or 11OCA.94E them, or perform other-functiOns

listed in the commands.

time as to how to use the system, you can use the HELP

coMmand for information on FORMATS, FORMAT01, FORMAT02.

lf you need clarification at any



COMMAND OP

PAcK
BEGIN
0-E
CLEAR
DTSPLAY
END
FIND
FIRST
FiX .

FORM
GET
IIEUP
HOLD.
LAST
I,BACK
.F1RST
,TBRARI
IDALI;
IST
LAST
NEXT
OCATE
'EW
EXT
EXT XXX
EXT UPD
RODUCT X/X
ELEASE XX
EMOVE
ESTORE
ESTONE ALL

JNCON
GNON
rOP
'OPCONB.

DATE NEXT

XXX
XX

XXX

XX
XX

XX

TERMINAL ("OMMANDS -

FUNCTION (EXAMPLES IN PANENTRESES)

GO BACK "XXX" TRANSACTTONS AND-DISPLAY.(1-299).
NAME AND.ACTIVATE A NEW BATCH (01.-. AB. 51' , KTC.).
TERMINATE DATA ENTRY sysstoN.
DELETE ACTIVE (CURRENT) BATCH FROM THE WORKSPACE.
DISPLAY ACTIVE BATCH CODE, cONNFCTLTIME,; USERTD,:ETC.
STORE THE ACTIVE BATCH IN THE LIURARY.-.' '

DISPLAY TRANSACTION WTTH SEQUENCE NUMBER "'XXX" (1.299)
DISPLAY FTRST TRANSACTTON iN THE ACTIVE BATCII.
DISPLAY BATCH TICKET OF ACTIVE pATen rrrt COpRECTION*
DISPLAY FORMAT "XX" FOR DATA. ENTRT-05.,
GET.A COPY OF THE BATCH "XX".-:POWNEW.:ENTRIES,A1PDATES;
LisTING P7 1.M.C.UMENTATION THROUGH:THE SCREENAGETLIST
DO NOT PROCESS nATc1C"Xx" TN:THE7NEXT:RUNJ.0-11'.
DTSPLAY THE LAST TRANSACT:EC/N..1N THE. ACTIVEDATCR,
DISPLAY PREVIOUS TRANSACTTON MATCUING LO.CATECRITERTA
DISPLAY FIRST TRANSACTION MATRITNcr:I.pq_ATEeRTTE11.TA:
DISPLAY BATCHES IN THE AA-BRART.:,PACTI,VE',PRODITG.T
DISPLAY DATGfirs TN:TIK LIBRAPY:FOIL:ALLTRODITTS
DISPLAY CONSECUTIVE TRANSACTIONS THROVGII-THEI4:-FORMATS:
DISPLAY LAST TRANSACTION MATCHING LOCATECRITERTA.:
DISPLAY NEXT TRANSACTION MATCHING LOCATE CRITERIA..
FIND AND DTSPLAY TRANSACTIONS MATCHING SPECIFIED CRITE
ADD A NEW TRANSACTION TO THE ACTIVE BATCH.
DISPLAY THE NEXT TRANSACTION.
Go FORWARD "XXX" TNANSACTTONS AND DISPLAY (1--299).
DISPLAY NEXT TRANSACTTON AND PREPARE TO. UPDATE IT.
SELECT PRODUCT FOR DATA ENTRY (G/L,.:A/P. PIP) .
ALLOW HELD BATCH "XX" TO DE PRoCESSED -IN NEXT RUN..
DELETE TRANSACTION ON SCREEN FROM THE BATCH.
RE-DTSPLAY CURRENT TRANSACTION.
RE-DISPLAY.CURRENT TRANSACTION ANDITS:FORMAT.
.REQUEST OVERNIGHT PRoCESS1NG.
REQUEST OVERNIGHT PROCESSING 'Fog A.CONSOLIDATED COMPAN
TERMINATE SESSION AND START A NEW ONE'WITHOUT REDIALIN
CANCEL WOCESSING REQUEST.
CANCEL PROCESSTNG REQUEST FOR A CONSOLTDATED COMPANY,
SET AD sTops FOR AUTOMATTC CURSOR AND FIELD POSITIONI
1120SPLAY CURRENT TIME AND DATE.
REPLACE CURRENT TRANSACTION WITH MODIFTED TRANSACTION.
DO'CUIiRENT.UPDATE AND THEN DISPLAY THE NEXT TRANSACTIO

_NOTE: THE FIRST THREE CHARACTERS OF A COMMAND WTLL USUALLY
SUFFICE.
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FoRMAT01, 17(IPMAT0h, 61- any or the pommands listed. The spi

of commands arr deicned Co be easy to lettrn and remember,

and usually n little practice goes a long way toward realizing

their ntitity.



t,

. .

ronmATs

For the 1SSOF application, thnre are five foxmats pro-

vided for your nse. The or,e 'which will be nsed moSt often

is the Module Evalunti.onForm, but you -may Want Ttn take

.advantage of the others from time to time The complete

list is as follows:

FORMAT 01: ChITERTA FTLE

'F0RMAT'02: NAME Frix

FORMAT 03: TRANSFERS

FORMAT 04: MODULE EVALUATION'

FORMAT 06: RECOMMENDATIONS

Each format is desinned to he-as easy to nse as. possible,

and there are a number of ways to make the us& of forms even

easier. As some of the forms have more areas to be filled

than you micht need (comments on the Modnle Evaluation form,

for instance), the TAB Command can he used to blank out some

areas of the form. When usina the form, then, unwanted areas
1

are skipped over, saviug-tli.e .and adcravation. -Tf some of the

information at the start of the fOrm is repeated ( as in the

ease of Date, Class, Conrse, Unit, and Module in the Eval.-

nation form) for a umber of students, yon can nse the TAB

comMand to start each entry at the Stndent Tdentification

entry. To use the TAD command, refer to the instructions
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1

you are typing in things on the terminal it is sort of ju-St

provided on the terminal by use or the HELP 'command-..

There is a format called the Hatch Ticket whieh must be-

filled out whenever you DEGTN a new batch. The inferMation

entered into the batch ticket helps to identify the batch,

.but for the 1SSOE .application there are things to

which will not make much sense. Don't worry about this

the- moment, but use the following guide in filling the

ticket out:

AGENCY CODE: the' name of your school or center, brief.

UNIT NAME: the name of your department or class.

UNIT IDENTIFICATION: Any..sori-V6f ID -you wish.

DATE: the current date, month/day/year.

PEHTOD: "3".

UNTT BUDGET: "1".

UNIT HEAD: your name, which will appear

PHONE NUMBER: optional.

TYPE OF UNIT: optional.

filling out a format, there are a couple of

to keep in mind. First, the system is set up so that as

sitting there. When you have -completed

'send that information, the cursor shoul

a format anti wi:sh' t

positioned spirie:--:1

,

where beyond the last .entry, and the CTHL/9.ilIFT/SEND, Sequence'

usedA The cursor will tben go down through the, format,

sending what vou-haVb entered_to-"the7CoMputvv over tbe
_

Without the uge of the CTHL/SHTFT/SEND they system is not

aware that you are doing anything, which gives you the

opportunity of reviewing the entered information before it,



is sent, .

Secondly, if von Wish to move about'in the format, mid

do not like Uo space your way along, you eau go directly to

the next area io be filled in (a "field") by using the TAB

key. Further, there are four keys with arrows which indicate

directions tn which you can move the cursor directly. Thus

A
the 1 arrow moves the cursor directly up to the line above.

Moving the'eursor directly can save some aggravation, espec-

ially as it does not erase things you have arready typed in.

Tf you use the space bar, on'the other hand, the. .cursor will

leave spaces in each position, erasing-what yoil had there.

The HOME key is also handy for golngdireetly to:tlle COMMAND:

allea, and the CLR key erases everything in the format. which

you have entered, all at once.

Another thing to remember is that such a system As not

foolproof, and every once in a while a format will suddenly

_start refusing to cooperate with you. Tn this event try

using the command RESTORE with the op ALL. 'This will erase

the entire screen, put the format:back up, and put-the--

entries, if they wore entered, back in the format. This

. tendS to clean things up. and will often solve your problem.

-^



POUMAT 01: W?ITI.PIA

This format will be.used, if deslred, to enter the

infOrmation which is necessary to pi-ocess the module oval-.

nations. Tf it is not nsed, all processing will be done

using the Central Criteria File as established by the State

Education Department. If you enter scoring information, it

will be kept in a separate file. Given a module tO process,

the system first looks in the Central File to see if that

modnle is there. Tf it is not, it then (Meeks to see if there

is a regional file, and looks for the module information in

that, Tf the module is not found there, then the reports

-cannot be produced, and the information is passed directly

into the central library to be stored for future use.

This is not the easiest format: to understand, so the

explanation will be divided into two'sections. There_is,

-first, the situation where all the infornmtion for a module

is defined within that module. Appendix C provides an

example of such a situation. It can be seen that each topic

is sequential (01,02',-0.7.1) its-module4-and each-module-

is sequential within its unit, and.so forth, The Criteria

File.format can be used to enter the identification numbers

and descriptions of the course, unit, module, and topic

elements._The format is presented on the following page for

reference. If ,you want to put information fer-a given level,

such as Ahe course level, into the System, then the identifi-

'Cation number for that level is entered, and the number for

litc-Vrvo tstre an-k-e--------11+14-s--- for

9 6
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commAND-7 --or-7 -7-FoR.1 01--.CRITERTA PILE

CoURSE

UNIT : :

MODULE :

DESCRIPTION ----:

CONTRoL KEYS: NUMBER :

CRITERIA ow.

.11., aim

.9 1- :

05-:

..1097

1 3- : ,

10-:

: 03 :

: 07- :
: 1 1 :

:

:08r:
: 12-:
:16-:

-^

97
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enter only the course-number, its description, nnd the

Number Control Key. Now in n11 instanceithe Number Control

Key indicates the number of elements whirl+ yon are.going to

enter in the level jnst below the current one. Thns for

this course there are two units, and a "2" would he entered

there. The Criteria Control Key can'be any number less than

or equal to the Number Control Key, and indicates the number

of elements in the next level which must be mastered for the

present level to be considered mastered. Normally this will

be left blank, and will be set automatically to the value of

the Number Control Key (1006 mastery).

- The second entry for this course, after the course.

level entry, would be the unit 1 enr(iy. The course number

is again filled in, and the unit identification number is

filled in, but the others are left blank. The unit descrip-

tion is entered, and the Number'Control Key indicateS the

number of modnles included within that unit, n this.case

The process continues down to module and topic levels. At

the topic level the Number Control Key -indi-eates-the_numb_er

of items which are to be used to evaluate mastery of the

topic, and the Criteria Control.Key will indicate, iT nsed,

3-

the number needed for topic mastery or, if not used, will

be set to the Number Control Key. 'Now- that you are thoroughly

.eonfused, we will go on to the second -type-of-usage for this

If there are two or more modules which use the same'

oTri-c-s i-on yott_miglit think- vou wouil d have to.

9 8



entr,r 4 ; gamm information several Limes, once For each

'mediae_ -Mtr.re is way-to cross-reffirenre levels so that

you vonivve to enter. t.1tr informaUion .nne7t., and "point to"

it in subsequent references. Using the examplejn Appendix

C, then if the following were true:

linit 1, Module 1, Topic 1 = Unit 2. Module 1, Topic-2

Unit 1, Module 3 Unit 2, Module 2-

then the example in Appendix D could be used instead. in

that example, Unit 1 Module 1 contains.the cross-reference

020102, which points to Uni.t 2 Module 1 Topic 2.- Unit 2

contains the cross-relerence 010300 which points to Unit 1

Module 3. Such cross-referencing may seem overly complicated,
.

biat with some practice it can become a !quick and easy way t

creatc new course descriptions out of a numbdr of current

ones.

.99
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PO! OZ). ; NAME P1 1..r:

Currently this form is being used only ,n provide the

names used in the various reports. Address and parents

name do not have to be used. The area nsed for comments

will be printed oR the student reports, and can contain

anything you might.wish to say there. The form'can also

be used to enter the name of the class, and the name of the

class teacher. To use it for teacher names, only the teacher

identificatiOn (the first field) is filled, along with.the

last and first names. For class name or description enter

both the teacher TD and the class 1D, and then both last and

first name area's together. If this form is not used for these

names then the information will be taken from the batch ticket

associated with your batch.

The Name Pile fo,rmal, is presented on the following page.

In creating the class roster, this need be done only once.

Thereafter the information will be stored in the 'larger

library of the processing system. Tf you wish to remove a

student from the roster, use the Transfer format (03)._ If.

you wish to make a ch.ange to a name already entered, simply

fill out another Name File format for the ---7me teacher/

class/'and student 1D. Tn other words if 1TPNE1'TT's name

were mispelleci DONETT, and you wished to ci uLge it, a new

entry will replace theold.

however, requires_a transfer.

Changing. the, -fs.tufdent'.s ID,

100
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COMMAND--. --OP-- . 02-.-NAME PILE

TEACHER.

CLASS

STUDENT

LAST NAME

FirzsT NAME

STREET ADDRESS

CITY/TOWN

ZIP
PARENT NAME

COMMENTS

COMMENTS

:

101



'FORMAT o3: Ti:ANsVMS:.

TT.the identirieation number el' a. teacher, class, or

stuaent-fleed1,1 t.o. be changed, thirs Form should bo used.

should be fairly clear how the form is used.

It.
The comments

are used for-any special remarhs regarding the transfer, and

will zippear on the t rails fer report.
Where either an old,or a new identification numher is

unknown, or is out of the system, place 91s in.the appropriate

fields. Thus a student transferring to an unknown class

would receive a class n 999(39
Use of this form only changes identification numbers.

Actual movement of student records requires Report.03 to

he run, using the RUN request.

128
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C'oMMAND-- --oP- - -;-FoRM 0)--TRAN:WERs

TrAcianz
PLASS

STUDENT

NAME oF PFRSoN PEQUESTING TRANSFER :

COMMENTS

COMENTS

: ------ -



FOUMAT 04: NOMILE EVAWATT0N:

on tile f01.1.nWinn pane is nn example.of this form.

Tt is to be used for the module e'ai nat i. on o r e m rim I rid i v

unl student . Da te, el ass con rs , un t t , moan Le , and student

TD must all hc r-z1lod in. The student TD may be of your own

construct' on , r mny he n .s &Fool ass ignnd number. The s tudent

name does not hu.re to be entered, in which case the name in

the central fiL (via form 02) will be used.. if there is

yet no name tho-re, an identification label will be created

from the iden t in i cat i on number pro vi ded on th Ls form.

The comment areas are for any, appropriate commen LS you

may wish to mak,e for this stncIerit for this evaluation. They

aee not kepC patist the time those repor-t.s ar generated.

The arP.as fmr enteT--ing tl item ev-mluations are grouped

in ell's ters of four . Tf nr, avalun tioon hias ten i tems , Only

the fi=st three I lelds mreetE be ,;amd the .others can be

omitted by' trstn hc Ian c:imtrrnd. Ymn alimould-fillr in every

item evaluatJon, en iL-TyTartr need to 'use 'fliJ" for unknown or

-unto!st'ed- -11A----;,41,-in-xt_he___:c-annt ed. tn
1p reporj., but_will

be inclnded in the "OMTT"- coIumn or Vhe' roup Response 'Matrix..

an 4
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cwniANI)- - -0

DATE

C LASS

COURSE

UN T
MODULE

STUDENT IDE NT-11.'1 C AT I ON

(01-11(1P111.1, EvAIAJATI ON

STUDENT NAE ( OPT TONA14
* m ITEM EVALUATI 0 NS : ENTER "Y" , "N" , OR "U" IN

im

GROUPS OF 4

01-04: : 05-08: 09-12: : 13-16: :

17-20: 21-24:. 25-28: 29-12: :

)7-40: : 41-44: -45-48: :

49-52: : 53-56: 57-60: 61-64: :

COMMENT - - : :*---

C6MMENT -- : : ----
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REPORTS

One set of reports are currently produced whenever a

RUN is requested. They are designed after the TSSOF.reports

which you may have already been using, and include the End

of Module Evaluation, the Group Response natriX, the individ-

ual Response Matrix, and the Student Reports (see Appendix

n) . Other reports can be arranged for on a regional basis.

whether they be periodic reports or longitudinal reports.

The report period is apt to be weekly, although any period

.maY be used.

END OP MODULE EvALI!ATION:

This report is designed to show, on a student-by-student

basis, which topics have been,achieved according to the

established.criteria levels. If a topic, for instance,

contains three items, a student may.be said-to understand

that if-he gtits-two of_the three i_t_k1W4___P_Prrt_, or the

criterion could. be set at one or three. Under the report

header. which coutains the school, teacher, class, and module

identifytng information, each topic is identified across the

-top by its sequence number (01-16) within the module being

evaluated. Under each sequence number is noted, within

parentheses, the number of items which arc contained in that

topic. Below this, each line represents a separate student

ell d with the studentl_s name or number. For
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each student, nnder each topic, is a signed digit representing

the number of items with-in that topic which he has mastered,

and whether he has mastered (+) or not mastered (-) that

topic according to the established criteria. At the right-

hand side of the report are two columns representing, first,

the number of items mastered"out of the total (indjcated at.

the toP within parentheses), and the number of topics mastered;

out of the total (also indicated at the top within parentheses)

At the bottom or this report are the totals for the

number mastering each topic. This provides a quick means of

determining whether an entire topic needs to be gone over

again for the entire class, or whether individual -students

need attention.

GROUP RI7,SPONSP NATRTN:

This report is aimed at-providing somewhat more summary

detail than the end of module evaluation. For each topic, in

Sequence order, the report gives the items associated with

each topic. the correct answer, the number of correct'answers

given, the number or incorrect-answers, the total answers,- and-

the items not answered (omits). Tn the case of the TSSOB

evaluation system to date, there are really no "right" or

"wrong" answers, but rather the response "Y" means that the

student ha-s mastered_that item. Thus Tor this report, the

"ANS" column will always be "Y", indicating that the goal is

to master the item.
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INDIVIDUAL HESpoNSE MATUIX:

'l'Ii is re:Pori Hi-similar to the end er module-evaluation,

but'indi ates the individual item'responses or in'the case

of "I.SSOE, .'4.-licther (Yes or No) the item was mastered. If the

student lmastered the topic, then nothing is indicated, but

if he di-xi not then his item evaluations are indicat.ed.

§tbDENT iRT:PORTS:

EacErr- student is given a report indicating which module

he is bedmrg evaluated on, which topics are in that module,

whether he mastered each topic, how many items in each topic

he maste-med, and how many he needed in order to master the

topic.
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CONNECTING THE TERMINAL
:PT: .7 r n".! ! 77:

CONVENTTONS:

For ease of communication, two conventions will be assumed

herein. The first is the use of the key on the terminal

marked "RETURN". When you need to use that single key, the

instructions will ask you to type a RETURN. Please do not

confuse this,with typing in the six cha racters of the word

"RETURN".

The second convention applies io instances in which you will

need to depress one key while typing another. This situation

is a special case, and is used when the accidental striking

Gf an important key is to be avoided, or a special command

is to be issued te.the system. Tn these situations there is

one key, the "CTRL" key, which is depressed while typing the

ether key. The use of this convention will be indicated 13-

.the use of the phrase "CTRL/H"; which indiCates that.the '"H"

key is to be typed while depressing the "CTRL" key. 'There

is also one instance in which you will hold both the "C.T1IL"

and the "SHIFT" keys, together on the left of the keybeard,

down while uSing the "SEND" key. This will.be indicated as
,

"CTRL/SHIFT/SEND".

136
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PREPARATION OF-THE..EqUiPMENT

TEIVIINAL SETTTNGS:

The power switch is located on the back of the unit.

S t the following switches to the indicated

RATE:- L.

DUPLEX: 11 for the initial

*P for the sign-on procedure

pesitions:

-

connection procedure.

and use thereafter.,

COUPLER SETTINGS:

The power switch is a small switch

the unit, and is labelled "ON"

Set the other labelled switch t "FULL".

There are two red lights. One indicates that

on, while the other indicates that .the coupler has made its

the power is

connection with the computer after the phone is connected.

ME TELEPHONE:

This can be any standard telephone unit. Ir It is an exten-
.

sion, or goes through a switchboard, the user should be

aware of the possibility of an interruption caused by some-

one else attempting tq _use the same line. Thus a separate

phone' is recommended, but is not really necessary.-

The following numbers are currently available for usage of

the systew.

New York (212)

-New York (212)

Syracuse (315)

Puffalo (71(i)

736-7800

750-9445

476-5571

856-i4bn



THE 1 N1 T I AL CONN! 'CT ION:

Mahe sure that both units are on, and the terminal DUPLEX

switch As in the "H" position. Dial one or the phone numbers

listed. You should soon hear a distinct "beep" from the

other end, at which point )4Iii should place the receiver

into the coupler. with the cord end at the indicated position.

The second red light on the coupler should then come on,

indicating that a connection has been made to the central

system, and you are ready to proceed.

FOR TBE (221i=2800) NEN YORK NUMBER ONLY:

Type "CTRL/P", followed by "DD", and a RETURN. Go on to the

Sign-On procedure..

FOR ALL OTHER NUMBERS:

When the initial connection is made, the terminal will display

st_

v!.c..-some meaningless characters. Don't worry about them. Type

an "A", and the terminal will then ask yon to "log on".

Type a "C", and then a "CTRL/H", followed by ."0;TYM" and-a

RETURN. A ":" will appear on the next line. When it does,

.type a RETURN, then "DD", and an-other RETURN. flo en

Sign-On procedure.

THE STGN-ON PROrEDURE:
der

Set the termi'nal DUPLEX switch to the "F" position. The

system "ghould have 6Y:_now asked you-to IdentiCx the type Of.

terminal you are %Istria. Respond hy typing an "A", followed:

by a "CTRL/SHIPT/SEND". The system.should then ask yoU to

enter your account number and your password. They are enterecL

112
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-respectiiielY, as "a-c!iionnpassword", followed bY:: eCTR14/:

SHIFT/SEND". Your aeeount code is assALned to you (or you'r

group), and ran only bo used by yen. You ar4. responsibIO

for remembering your password, which may

need arises at any- time. When

channed

you ehange the password,

.however, make certain that everyone else is

new,pasSword,

-SYSTEM USAGE.:

The terminal should now have notified you that

signed On to the system And you d'ap:pi.oce.0

usage, as diseuss0 in this manual.

-

You wore

with normal:



4-
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4/14/76 END OF NODULE EVALUATION

ScHOOL 311: DUiTHE'SS COUNTY DOCES VE CENTER

CLASS 10097: BUSINESS SKILLS

COURSE.14010)1 OFFICE TRATNING

UNII.1 01: MACHINE SKILLS

% MODULE 0,1: ADDING MACHINES

TEACHER 46723: MUER, D.

. STUDENT

BONETTI,

BOYL, M i

FINNERTY, T

HEIDENREICH, S

LACTJAN,

TOPICS MASTERED: YES(+) OR NO(.) AND #TTENS'

01 02 03 04 .05 06 07 .08

( 3)( 3)( 3)( 3)(. 1)( 3)( 5fl 2) .

+3 +2 +3 +3 .2 1 +.3 +2

+3 +3 +2 -1 72 +4

+3 +3 +3 3 +4 +3 +5. +2

.1 -1 .-2 7J- 7.1.1 .2 +4 71

+2 +3 +3 +2 70 -1

TOTAL Mio ED 3 :4 4 4

OUT OP 5

TTEN TOPTC

RATIO RATIO.

( 26) ( 8)

19

.26

15

12 4.



4/.4/76. GROUP RESPONSE MATRIX

: SCHOOL 311: DUTCHES,S COUNTY BOCES OE CENTER 'TEACHER 46723: MUER D.

CLASS loom omiNgss SKILLS

eorRE 140303: "OFFICE TRAINING

CNIT 01: MACHINE SKILLS

MODULE 01: ADDING MACHINES

PAGE

SEQ TOPIC DESCRIPTIONS
.ITEM ANS MASTE1TD TO7

YES ,NO

01 LABL PARTS 10 KEY MACH 86 'ACC REPL P.APROIO 10 MIN 100,ACC 01 Y

02 Y

01 Y 2 3

02 10 KEY MACH ADD 14 NOS 2.6 DIG 3 MIN TOUCH METH 1005 ACC 04 I 3

05 Y ,) 0 3 ,

06 'y'
:4

TEN my sUBTRCT 5 SETS 2-6 DIG NOS I MIN, TOUCH METH 100%. ACC 07 : Y 5

08 y 4 1

09 Y

04 10 KEY MULT 10 SETS 2..6 DIG NO 3 MIN TOUCH METH locrl ACC 10 L
11 Y

12 Y

FULL KEY' LABL PARTS 806; ACC RIM PAPER&RID 10 MIS 100°11 13 ,Y

Y

15 Y

16 Y

17 Y

Y

19 Y

20: Y

21 :Y

FULL KEY MULT 2 5ETS 69 DIG NO 1 MIN:10UCHNETH 1oo4:::Aqc

FULt KEY ADD 10 NOS 24 biG 3 MIS TOUCH METH 100% ACC

07 run KEY SUB 5.SETS 2-6 DIG NO 3 MN TOUCR M.ETH -,10e, ACP



4/14/76
INDIVIDUAL RESPONSE MATRIX

SCHOOL 311: DUCHESS COUNTY BOCES OE CENTER

CLASS 10097:.DUSINESS
SKILLS

.COURSE 140)0): OFFICE' TRAINING

.UNIT 01:'MACHINE
SKILLS

MODULE 01:'ADDING MACHINES

,

TE.ACHER 4670: WALKER, D,

i',A0E 3

TOPiCS NOT MASTERED:' (ITEMS ARE BLANtIF.MASTERED

0 0 0 0 0 '0 0 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

SIMDENTS
ITEMS 000 000 000 111 1111 111 22222 22

12) 456 789 012 3456 789 01234 56'

DONETTI,

font M

.FINNERTY, T

HEIDENREICH, S

LACIJAN, fl I

YNN

YYNN NNY

YYNN NNY

YNN NYN YNY NYN NYYY NYY NY

NNNN NNY NNYNN NN



4/14/76 STUDENT REPORT FOR DONETTI D

SCHOOL 311: DUTCHESS COUNTY DOM OE CENTER .
TEACHER 46723: 1'ALp11, D.

CLASS 10097: BUSINESS SKILLS
COURSE 140303: OFFICE TRAINING

UNIT pl: MACHINE SKILLS
MODULE 01. ADDING MACHINES

TOPfCS COVMED:

01:LADL PARTS )0 KEY MACH 80% ACC REPL PAPR4RIB

02:10 KEY MACH ADD 14 NOS 2-6 Dm 3 MTN TOUCH METH

MASTERED 'ITES
CORRECMT YfTlEfY,t

YES 3
2,

2

03:TEN KEYUBTRCT 5 SETS 2-4 DIG rS .3 MIN TOUC1.1.ME7 1.00° a ACC

04:10,KEY MULT 10 SETS. 2:6DIG NO ? METH100ACC

05:PULL KEY LAIL pARTS 80?1,7 ACC REPL'AAPER&RT.DOIN 1.*To

06:FULL KEY ADD 10 NOS 276 DTG 3 MIN 1ETfl

07:T.Ui,Lr Ksy SUD 5 SETS 2-6 DIG.140,.3 MI TOCI(METIL10.0(CC::

08: FULL KEY MULT 2 SETS 4.79 DIG':NO'l Toucirm7vp(6,g,c:

YES

Y8S

YES

YES
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. COVIIS DESCPIPTIONS, NO. C1?-0SS-!:EFKIWNIC'ES

IDENTIFICATIONS/ DESCRIPTION /KEYS /REPERENCES

170302/00/00/00/...Course /02/02/010000/020000

170302/01/00/00/ Uni.t 1 /03/63/010100/010200/010300

170302/01/01/00/ Module 1,./02/02/010101/010102
17.0302/01/01/01/ Topic 1/03/02/010203 ,

170302/01/01/02/ Topic 2/04/03/04050607
170302/01/02/00/ Modulo 2.,/01/01/010201

170302/01/02/01/ Topic 1/02/02/0102

170302/01/03/00/ Module 3../02/02/010301/010302

. 170302/01/03/01/ Topic 1/05/03/0102030405

170302/01/03/09/ Topic 2/02/02/0607

170302/02/00/00/ Unit 2 /02/02/020100/020200

.170302/02/01/00/ Modulo 1../02/02/020101/020102

170302/02/01/01/ Topic 1/01/01/01

170302/02/01/02/ Topic 2/02/02/0203

170302/02/02/00/ Module 2.V03/03/020201/020202/020203
170302/02/02/01/ Topic 1/08/06/0102030.405060708

170302/02/02/02/ Topic 2/04/03/09101112

170302/02/02/03/ Topic 3/02/01/1314

1.5 0
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COUPSE DESCPTPTiONS WrTn CUOSS-PEFENENCES

IDENTYPTCA1'1ONS/ DESCRTPTToN /KEYS /R1WENENCES

170302/00/00/00/...Course /02/02/010000/020000

170302/01/00/00/ Unit 1 /03/03/010100/010200/010300

170302/01/01/00/ odule 1../02/02/020102/010102

170302/01/01/02/ Topic 2/04/03/01040506

170302/01/02/00/ Module 2,./01/01/010201

170302/01/02/01/ Topic 1/02/02/0162

170302/01/Q2/0o/ NIodule 3../02/02/010301/010302

170302/01/03/01/ Topic 1/05/03/0102030405

170302/01/03/09/ Topic 2/02/02/0607

170302/02/00/00/ Unit 2 102/02/020100/010300

170302/02/01/00/ Module 1../02/02/020101/020102

170302/02/01/01/ Topic 1/01/01/01

170302/02/01/07/ Topic 2/02/02/0203
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:hove High School chapter is serving as host

rkshop. All of their members are wearing

ms. If you have any questions or need any

please seek oht one of their members.

lEDULE OF EVENTS
Friday,) October 22

1:30 p.m. Registration Main Lobby

(Under direction of

Ms. Nancy Washer and

the Hancock Chapter)

p.m.

p.m.

Opening Session Auditorium

(April Cuva presiding)

Duties of an officer

President Auditorium

Vice-President Room A

Secretary/Treasurer Room B

Reporter/Historian Room C.

'YOUrNational Office... Room A

Services and Assistance

(Under direction of

Edward Burakowski,

Associate Director, Washington, DC)

Membership Development Room B

(Under direction of

, Dr. George Goldstein and

Shenendehowa Chapter)

Using Parliamentary

Procedures in FBLA

(Under direction of

Mr. Vincent Merolla and

Roosevelt H.S. Chapter

at Yonkers)

Room C

Contest Changes Room A

and Updates

4:25-5:25 p.m.

6:00-6:30 p.m.

6:45-7:43 p.m.

8:15-9:15 p.m.

9:30-12:30

Fund Raisingirojectt
(Under direction of

Greece-Arcadia, Greece..

Athena and Greece-Olympia

Chapters and their Advisors)

Coketail Party

Dinner

Chapter of the Year

Contest

Auditorium

Auditorium

Room A

Effective Community

Projects (Under

direction of Ma. Sally

Cowan and Marion Chapter)

Room B

State Leadership Conference

1977jUnder directien of

State Officers)-' Room C

Rock Band- Auditorium

(Lolo Tonale)

Saturday) October 23

.
9:00-10:00 a.m. State Leadership

Conference 1977

9:00-11:10 a.m.

10:10-11:10 a.m.

11:15-12:00 noon

Effective Community

Projects

Membership Development

Advisors Workshop

Fund Raising Projects

State Leaderthip

Conference 1977

.Room A

Room B

Room C

Room A

Room B

Room C

Closing Session Auditorium

(April Cuva, presiding)



CALENDAR OF EVENTS

1916-77

Nov 5-6 Nat. Eastern Regional' Howard'Johnsom

Gonferenra Windsor. Locksi CI

Dec 1

Dec 31

1977

Payment: e State end

Nat. Dues to be eligible

for Gold Seal Awards

Roster (dues) Filing Deadlines

Filing of Chapter Program of

Activities

Jan 30-31 State Officers, and,

Trustees.Meetimg

March. 1 Deadline-State Officer

Candidate Application

March,
1.4

April 1

April 6

Apr 27-29

District Meetings

(District eliminations

for SLC)

Albany,, NY,

District.,

Lace ions

Deadline-Largest Chapter MembershiP

SLC Pre-registation Deadline

Stet? Leadership Grossinger Hotel

Conference Liberty) NY'

May 6-8 BTA Convention Holiday Inn -DOwntown

Rochester, Nf

May 15 Registration for Charter

mot tolatiomok Coeerence,

July 14 National Leadership Hilton Hotel

Conference Denver, CO

July 5-11 Combined Leadership

Workshop (DECK,

FBLA, FFA, FHA, MAY

Camp Oswegatchie

Croghan,, NY'

NEW YORK STATI ASSOC1ATI

FUTURE BUSINESS LEADERS OF AMERTd.

1976-77'

STAMORICBE%

President Aptil.Cuva, Shenendehowa .

Exec. V. Pres.. Brian Grout, Monroeoodbury

Secretary Linda Gilligan, Bethlehem.Central
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APPENDIX D - QUESTIONNAIRE

Is your understanding of the workshop
objectives before coming to

Cornell the same as the objectives explained at the workshop?

2. Were the objectives of the workshop met?

Yes No

Yes No

3. Do you feel that the workshop was the major tool in developing the

uniform format for moddarourriculum?
Yea No

4. Did you fully understand your role in the workshop?
Yes No

5. Was there enough tine in the workshop to develop an agreed-upon

uniform format for modular curriculum?
Yes No

6. Do you think a similar cross-section of experts should be used

in such a workshop?

7. Do you think such a workshop can be used for other occupations?

8. Do you think that a similar workshop should be conducted to

evaluate and revise a uniform format?

9. Did you have enough
opportunity to express your ideas?

10. Were your colleagues willing to discuss your ideas?

11. Do you feel that it was a group effort?

12. Through the.process of modular
curriculum development, do you

feel that some
ideas were "forced" by one or more of the

participants.

13. Were your ideas and professional expertise expressed in the

workshop?

14. Have you a sense of accomplishment?

15. Was the workshop well organized?

158

6 WasCt....re good leadership displayed in the workshop?

Yes No",

Yes No

1

Yes

Yes No

Yes No I

Yes NO "

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

.Yea No If not, explain:



Were the accomodations
and the physical setting of the workshop

acceptable to you?

If you have the opportunity,
will you participate again in a

similar workshop?
;

,

14hat did you like or dislike most about the workshop?

.
What would you like to be changed or added?

.
Would you recommend modifications for the workshop?

Would you recommend that others attend a similar workshop?

Please add additional'comments, if any.

Yes No If not, explain or;suggest

changes

Yes No

Explain

Explain

MOW

.,.......=001......m.....;.
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PRE-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Please answer the following:

1.. Do you feel you understand the course objectives?

2. Do you understand your role in the course?

3. Do you believe that ISSOE will help assist you to
improve your instructional approach?

4. Do you understand what is meant by a uniform format
for modularized curriculum?

5. rl b you feel that you can utilize a uniform format
for curriculum?

6. As a group, can we grow to develop a modularized
curriculum?

7. Are you ready to share or accept criticism from
your colleagues?

8 Are you willing to listen to your colleagues'
points of view?

9. Would you consider Ed.533 an inservice training
in curriculum development for teachers?

Please answer briefly the following questions:

1. What is meant by a uniform format?

Ed. 533

Don't'
Yes No Know

.11111MIi

=3.

-=a01"......=1/....mNIVI

What is the purpose of a uniform format?

3. Who should develop curriculum?

. What do yoU expect to gain from Ed.533? How will it affect you personally

and professionally?

5. What would constitute a useable curriculum in occupational education?
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ISSOE - Ed. 533
POST-ASSESSMENEAUESTIONNAIRE

1. Upon completion of Ed. 533, do you feel you have
gained a better understanding of the course
objectives?

2. Were the objectives of Ed. 533 met?

3. Has Ed. 533 improved your understanding
regarding the concept of a uniform format for
modularized curriculum?

4. Upon completion of Ed. 533, do you feel that'

ISSOE has assisted you in improving your
instructional approach?

5. Did you fully understand your role in the course?

6. Do you feel that you can utilize a uniform format

for your curritulum?

7. Do you feel that you have become an integral
part of the gxoup process while developing a
modularized curriculum?

Inswriting the modules, did.you exchange
criticism with your colleagues?

9. Did you have enough opportunity to express your,
ideas?

10. Were your colleagues willing to discuss your ideas?

11. Were your ideas and professional expertise
expressed in the process of developing new
modules?

12. Through the process of modular curriculum develop-
-:ment, do you feel that some ideas -were "forced" by
Onc'ar-mere of the participants?

13. On the Whole, do ylu feel that construction of
curricular modules utilizing .a uniform format was
a-group efiort?

14.. Wouid you consider Ed. 533 as inservice training
in curriculum develoiment for teachers?

15. Do you Lhink such a workshop (course) can be used
fur a variety of occupational teachers?

16. Do you have a sense of accomplishment regarding
writing modules? 1 6 3129

YES NO DON'T KNOW

IIIME11111..11

.

assmidab.11

MM=M11/111=0.1111M11

..11
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17. Did you gain from Ed. 533 what you have
expected to gain (professionally & personally)?

18. Was Ed. 533 well organized?

19. Was good leadership by course teachers displayed
in the course?

20. Would you recommend changes or modifications
regarding organization, presentations, subject
matter, etc.?

Explain:

YES NO DON'T KNOW

101111.1..11110 alM.EIN=.01.01D

21. Were the accomodations and physical Setting
acceptable to you?

If not, explain oz.suggest changes:

..11m
2. Given an opportunity, will you participate again

in a similar course?

23. What did you like or dislike most about the course?

LIKE DISLIKE

24. Would you recommend that others attend a similar
course?

25. Please add additional comments, if any:

01=.1.11.1
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ISSOE ,

CHECKLIST FOR TEACHERS

A. Teacher's Management Tool

I A) Rate the ISSOE approach regarding the following(scale 1-5, 1=least, 5ffloPt)

B) Please compare the following to previous experience

C) Comment
Rate A Rate B Comment

Your overall planning procedures
Utilization of teacher's time
Securing and organizing supply
and material
Self organization and instruc-
tional preparation

Organization of shop or class-
room
Student learning activities
Organization of students
Individual instruction
Recordkeeping
Managing customer service
Utilizing services of
curriculum coordinators
Evaluative instrument for
student achievement

A promotional tool for public
information

Other

1.
tommoom

m
ow.OMMINII.M.11...

. 1.1.04---

2. In order to maximize the effectiveness of the modularized curriculum instruction, *le

-----FiFonytiehiratourd-you-have-regarding-the-followinv-
Auto Mechanics

Class _size: Open System- Traditional. System,

a. optional number of students

b. maximum number of students

Physical setting:
a. open system
b. traditional system
c. Other

Mode of operation:
a. work stations
b. live work only
c. combination of the two

00
explain
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3. What kind of back up support and assistance by fhe local curriculum coordinators and
the administration do you feel is needed in order to implement efficiently the ISSOE

apprt?ach?

Assist to adjust the modular curriculum package to meet 'students needs, including

special students needs, handicapped students, bilingual students, etc.

Yes No Comment:

Assist teachers adjust the curriculum package to shop or classroom setting

Yes No Comment:

Assist teachers with overall program planning
Yes No Comment:

Assist teachers with planning for needed supply and customer service

Yes No Comment:

Provide I7,1<7etary decisions to meet students need
Yes No Comment:

Provide administration decisions regarding students
Yes No Comment:

Identify resources for teachers use
Yes No Comment:

Assist teachers in choosing mode of teaching
Yes No Comment:

4. The student reporting system is:

satisfactory

satisfactory butf.,time consuming

too complicated

needs improvements

other

Please comment(and/or suggest improvements):
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B. Curriculum

5. Degree of satisfaction with the modules, and comments for improvements:

No. & Module

AUTO MECHANICS

1. General Safety

2. Job Opportunities
& Requirements

3. Tools

4. General Auto
Service

5. Brake System

6. Suspension
System

7. Cooling System

8. Fuel'System

9. Ignition System

10. Exhaust System

11. Lighting Systems

12. Charging and
Starting Systems

OFFICE TRAINING

1_.-Adding Machines

2. Filing

3.--Office Forms

4. Payroll Procedures

IMPROVEMENT
O.K. MAJOR MINOR COMMENTS:

50.
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6. The evaluation procedure is: (column 4 in the curriculum package)

Satisfactory
Satisfactory with some improvement
Complicated but useable
Not valid
Needs revision
Not needed at.all
Other
Please comtent:

.
7. In comparison to previous experiences, how would you rate the ISSOE approach as it

affects students regarding the following (scale 1-5; 1.-least; 5alost)
ISSOE PREVIOUS
APPROACH APPROACH

Allows students to proceed at their own pace.

Permit3student recycling
Students czwer more material
Students opportunity for specialization

Students understanding
Students motivation
Students achievement
Students independence
.Students acceptance of responsibility

Other
Please comment:
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8. Will you continue to use the modules next year? Yes No All Part

if part, which one? If No, go to Question 9.

No. & Module Yes

AUTO MECNANICS

All Part Which?

1.

2.

3,

General Safety

Job Opportunities
& Requirements

Tools

.
11

0111.1,,

IIIMMIMMEM 41.1, 111

4, General Auto
Service

5. Brake System

6. Suspension
System 01/..IIn

7. Cooling System .1
8. Fuel System.

9. ....:. 1.1.1MIgnition System

10. Exhaust System IINNI.

11. Lighting Systems

12. Charging and
Starting Systems .

OFFICE TRAINING

1. Adding Machines

2. Filing

3. Office Forms

4. Payroll Procedures

01...0 11.11=1 *
1111. 11.0.0111=01
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TleaSe rate the modules regarding its adaptability to. individualized instruction.

(Scale 1-5; 1=least;- 5=most)

No. & Module -Rate Comments:

AUTO MECHANICS

1. General Safety

2. Job Opportunities
Requirements

3. Tools

4. General Auto
Service

5. Brake System

6. Suspension
System

7. Coolivg Syatem

SyfiSeta

9. Ignition System

10. Exhaust System

11. Lighting Systems

12. Charging and
Starting Systems _

OFFICE TRAINING
- - _

- Adding-Machines

2.. Filing

3, -Office Forms

,4. Payroll Procedures

_
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Management ISSOB Project

0. Please rate the following agencies on a one to five scale regarding their effective

involvement in the project and whether you would like to see their continuous or

discontinuous involvement in a similar project in the future: (1=least effective;

5=most effective)

AGENCY
SED
CIOE
RRI
LOCAL ADMINISTRATION

CURRICULUM COORD.

Please add additional comments regarding the above, if any:

Rate Continue Discontinue Added

ON.0

1,./0.1..

OCC ED DIRECTORS
OTHER .=1

11. Comment regarding the local and regional meetings of the ISSOE_projert:

OK AS IS NEED CHANGE IV NEED CHANGE, COMMEN..' GR SUGGEST:

Time

Place

Duration !
Format

Leadership

Participavion

Communications and exhange completed modules for critique from other sites

1.1.1

12. Sense of accomplishment regarding:

Being part of the ISSOE project
Pioneering in an innovative approach
Writing modules '
Implementing the modules
:increased und'erstanding of curriculum
Overall improvement of teachingski11a--
Please comment:

COMPLETE PARTIAL NONE

.....AIMMOON

...l.
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). Statewide Expansion

O. As a part of the ISSUE expansion, is a statewide exchange of completed modules and
Nocritique from various sites a viable system?

Please comment or suggest alternatives:

Yes

14. Which one of the following activities would you recommend for a statewide expansion'

of the ISSOE approach?

Workshop
Weekly follow up
University and SED follow up
Other

Please comment:

15. The role of the local curriculum coordinator, teacher s point of view:

164 As a TA.oneer and experienced teacher in the Issog projeet4: how confident do you:feel
acting as a lead-teacher.tc asslst other teachers to changs to the.ISSOE approaCh?--:

Confident Not Confident
N\ Not Sure

If confident, at what level?

local level .

Regional level
State level

Was it necessari to change or rearrange your shop or classroom for the implementatic

of the ISSOE approach? Yes No

If yes, was it:
a slight change or rearrangement

nmoderate change or rearrangement
drastic-change or rearrangement
other
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Does.the ISSOE approach allow for rapid transition and adjustment for teachers

utilizing previous approaches? Yes No

Please comment:

19:, :. Do you feel'an exchange of modules for critique on a state wide level is ot-:.to

increase validation? Yes No,

Updating? Yes No

Please comment:.

20. 'InyOur opinion., which one of the fallowing is aptito bring alstate Widel:urricUlum

...c114.080H
Teacherain the ISSOE Project .

jtegional curriculum coordinators
SED
9nivarsities (Cornell & others)

:Other

,2 . Did you review the ISSOE approach with your advisory committee or trade council?

Yes No

Please comment:

22, Da you use your advisory committee or trade COuncil
uPdatine

Please comment:

.......14.

-Yes-'

17 3
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ISSOE

Checklist For Curriculum Coordinators

A. Curriculum coordinator's management tool

1. A) Rate the ISSOE approach regarding the following (scale l-50=least,59nost)

B) Please compare the following to previous experience
C) Comment

RATE fV RATE B COMMENT

Your overall planning procedures
relate to communicatiqpwith your teachers

Utilization of teacher's time

Securing and organizaing supply
and material

Organization of shop and class-
room

Student learning activities

Individual instruction

Recordkeeping

Managing customer service

Evaluative instrument for
student achievement

A promotional tool for public
information

Other

2. Does this system provide teachers-feeciback to Youf YES NO

What are the ways to promote feedback? Please.comment: .
,

(relate to the ISSOE approach)

^
^

-
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3. Do you ee your role in the local level as a backup support for teachers
regarding the following:

a) Assist to adjust the modular curriculum package to meet students needs,
including special students needs, handicapped students, bilingual students,
illiterate students, etc.:
YES NO COMMENT

b) Assist teachers to adjust the curriculum package to shop or classroom
setting:
YES NO COMMENT

c) Assist teachers with overall program planning:
YES NO COMMENT

d) Assist teachers with planning for needed supply, and customer service:
YES NO COMMENT

e) Provide budgetary decisions to meet students needs:
YES NO COMMENT

f) Provide administration decisions regarding students:
YES NO COMMENT

g) Identify resources for teachers use:
YES NO CO(MENT

h) Assist teachers in choosing mode of teaching:
YES NO COMMENT

i) Orientation of a new teacher:
YES NO COMMENT

j) Introduce teachers to modularized curriculum approach:
YES NO -COMMENT--

4. The student reporting system i :

a) Satisfactory
b) Satisfactory but time consuming
c) Too complicated
d) Needs improvements
e) Other

Comment (and/or suggest improvements):
-.
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5. In order to maximize the effectiveness of the modularized curriculum

instruction, what recommendations would you have regarding the following:

Auto Mechanics

Open Sytm Traditional System

Class size:

a) Optional number of students
b) Maximum number of students

Physical setting: (please check)

a) Open system
b) Traditional system
c) Other Explain:'

NIN.

Mode of operation: (please check)

a) Work stations
b) Live work only
c) Combination of the two

B. Curriculum

6. Degree of satisfaction with the modules, and comments for improvements:

IMPROVEMENT

No. & Module O.K. Major Minor Ciiinments:

Auto Mechanics

1. General safety
2. Job opportunities

& requirements
3. TCols .

4. General auto service
5. Brake system
6. Suspension system
7. Cooling-system
8. Fuel-system
9. Ignition system

Exhaust system
11. Lighting system
12. Charging & starting

system
Office Training.

1. Adding machines
2. Filin9
3. Office forms
4. Payroll procedures

=1= .



7. The evaluation procedure is: (column 4 in the curriculum package)

a) Satisfactory
b) Satisfactory with some improvement
c) Complicated but useable
d) Not valid
e) Needs revision
f) Not needed at all

g) Other
Please comment:

.111

8. In comparison to previous experiences, how would you rate the ISSOE approach

as it affects students regarding the following (scale 1-5; 1=least; 5=most):

-

1SSOE Previous

Approach Approach

a) Allows students to proceed at their own pace
b) Petvits student recycling
c) Students cover more material
d) Students,opportunity for specialization

e) Students understanding
f) Students motivation
g) Students achievement
h) Students independence

Students acceptance of responsibility
Other

Please comment:

-1111

datttlw,%W
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9. Will you recommend your teachers to utilize the modules next year?

YES ALL PART If NO, go to Question 10.

No. & Module YES NO ALL PART WHICH?

Auto Mechanics

1. General safety

2. Job opportunities & requirements

3. Tools

....

4. General suto service

5. Brake system

6. Suspeasion system

7. Cooling system

8. Fuel system

9. Ignition system

0.10....

10. Exhaust system

11. Lighting system

12. Charging and starting sxstem

Office Training

1. Adding machines

2. Filing

3. Office forms

4. Payroll procedures
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10. Please rate the modules regarding its adaptability for individualized

instruction. (Scale 1-5; 1=least; 5=most)

No. & Module

Auto Mechancis

1. General safety

2. Job opportunities & requirements

3. Tools

4. General auto service

5. Brake system

6. Suspension

7. Cooling system

8. Fuel system

9. Ignition system

10. Exhaust system

11. Lighting system

12. Charging and starting system

Office Training

1. Adding machines

2. Filing

3. Office forms

4. Payroll procedures

Rate Comments:

0



Management ISSOE Project

11. Please rate the following agencies on a one to five scale regarding
their effective involvement in the project and whether you would like

to see their continuous or discontinuous involvement in a similar

project in the future: (1=least effective; 5=most effective)

AGENCY
a) SED
b) CIOE
c) RRI
d) Local administration

curriculum coord.
occ. ed. directors

e) Other

Rate Continue Discontinue.Added

41...01.1 11.1
eamorma"

./[... ar

Please add additional comments regarding the above, if any:

12. Comment regarding the local and regional meetings of the ISSOE project:

OK AS IS NEED CHANGE IF NEED CHANGE, COMMENT

a) Time

b) Place

c) Duration

d) Format

e) Leadership

f) Participation

g) CommunicatiOns
other sites

mweaa1

and exchange completed modules for critique from

Igoi
13. Sense of accomplishment regarding:

^
a,\ Being part of the ISSOE project
b) Pioneering in an innovative

approach
c) Implementing the modules in a

supervisory role
d) Increased understanding oc

curriculum management
e) Please comment:

COW --eE_PARTIALNONE

100.1
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14. Would you recommnd your occupational education director to continue the
ISSOE approach next year?

a) Without monetary committment of SED? YES NO

b) With the same mode as the program initiated? YES NO

c) Without Sed, CIOE, RRI (circle appropriate)?
d) Without outside agency but with regional coordinator (dr self)?

YES NO

e) Other (suggest)

D. Statewide Expansion

15. As a part of the ISSOE expa, is a statewide exchange of completed
InGdules for critique from vay.r..;s sites a viable system: YES NO

'Please comment or suggest alternatives:

16. Which one of the following activitiin would you recommend for a statewide

expansion of the ISSOE approach?

a) Workshop
b) Weekly follow up
c) University and SED follow up
d) Other

Please comment:

M. I 11 /M. NO PM

17. How do you view the role of curriculum coordinator on a local and regional

level in a statewide effort?

18. Would you suggest str;Itegies for a statewide curriculum change.

19. As a pioneer and experienced curriculum coordinator in the ISSOE proje,A,
how confident do you feel in acting as a lead person.to assist other teachers

_ and curriculum coordinators to adapt the ISSOE approach?

Confident Not confident , Not Sure ,

If confident, at what level?

Local leVel
Regional level

State level

'Of
f.9



20. Was it.necessary for teachers to change or rearrange shop or classroom
for the implementation of the ISSOE approach? YES NO

If yes, was it:

a) A slight change or rearrangement
b) Moderate change or rearrangement
c) Drastic-change or rearrangement
d) Other

21. Does the ISSOE-approach allow for rapid transition and adjustment for
teachers and curriculum corrdinators utilizing previous approaches?

Teachers YES NO Curriculum coordinators YES NO

Please comment:

22. Do you feel an exchange of modules for critique on a statewide level is

apt to increase validation? YES NO Updating? YES NO

23. In your opinion, which one of the following is apt to bring a statewide

curriculum change?

a) Teachers in the ISSOE project
b) Regional curriculum coordinators
c) SED
d) Universities (Cornell.& others)
e) Other

24. In your opinicn, what is the role of the universities, SED, and other

agencies iv a statewide curriculum change.
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ISSOE

CHECKLIST FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION DIRECTORS

1. A. In implementing any vocational program, what information regare,ing

program decisions does an administrator in your situation need to

obtain? Please check the appropriate spaces in Column A.

B. Please indicate what priority each item has in your decision making

process. Using a scale of 1 to 4 in Column B (1-is the lowest priority

level, 4-is the highest priority level), designate the priority of each

item you have checked in Column A.

1) Cost analysis
2) How program affects students
3) The status of student progress
4) The major changes in the physical setting that

are necessary for the implementation of the progeam

5) The need of special-orientation for teachers
6) Staff development related to the proeram
7) The Occupational Education Directors time

directly related to the program
8) Available outside resources to be utilized

in the program
9) Public reaction to the program
10) Community input (trade councils)
11) Ease of interpretation of program to'parents

and students
12) Other

A

/6.00/00/00

2. Please rate on a 1-5 scale, (1-least adequate, 5-mo,,, adequate) how adequate

is the information you collect under the old system in regard to:

1) Cost analysis
2) How program affects students
3) The status of student progress
4) The major changes in the physical setting that

are necessary for the implementation of the program

5) The need of special orlentation for teachers

6) Staff development related to the program
7) The Occupational Education Directors time

directly related to theprogram
8) Available outside resources to be utilized

in the program
9) Public reaction to the program

10) Community iPputAtrade coPPCils)
11) Ease of interpretation o# prograth to parentS and Sti4dehts-

12) Other
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3. A. What is the potential for collecting this inforlatioo through the

ISSOE system? Please rate on 1-5 scale.

B. Please check the information you were able to get up to this point

from the ISSOE approach in regard to: A

1) Cost analysis
2) How program affects students
3) The status of student progress
4) The major changes in the physical setting that

are necessary for the implementation of the program

5) The need of special orientation for teache,s

6) Staff development related to the program

7) The Occupational Education Directors:time
directly related to the program

8) Available outside resources to be utilized

in the program
9) Public reaction to the program

10) Community input (trade councils)
11) Ease of interpretation of program to parents

and students
12) Other

.

...

4. Would you consider sharing your curriculum coordinator as a lead person

in assisting other school districts to change to the ISSOE approach?

YES NO NOT SURE

A. If yes, please check at what capacity:

B. Please check the appropriate:

Local
Regional
Statewide

At local expense?
At SED expense?
At a shared cost basis?

5. How can you continue the ISSOE approach in your locale next year?

A. Without monetary committment of SED: YES NO

B. With the same mode as the program initiated: YES NO

C. Without SED, CIOE, RRI: (circle appropriate) YES NO'

D. Without outside agency but with regional coordinator: YES NO

E. Other: (suggest)
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6. Will the ISSOE modular approach assist the Occupational Education Director

in making program decisions appropriate at his level regarding the following:

A. To continue a program: YES NO COMMENT:

B. To terminate a proo-am: YES NO COMMENT:

C. To give a program priority for resource allocation: YES NO

COMMENT:

D. To plan professional development activities? YES NO COMMENT:

E. To make advisory committee and trade councils more effecitve? YES

NO COMPILNT:

F. To interpret programs to parents, prospective students, employers, and

other publics? YES NO COMMENT:

G. Etc.? YES NO COMMENT:
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7. Do you feel you are adequately informed about the ISSOE project? YES NO

A. If yes, by which communicatiou channels were you informed?

1) Your local curriculum coordinator
2) Your teachers involved in the ISSOE project
3) CIOE personnel
4) SED personnel

RRI personnel
Other

Please indicate on a rating scale of 1-5 from which communication

channel you were most informed.

1) Your local curriculum coordinator
2) Your teachers involv.A in the ISSOE project
3) CIOE personnel
4) SED personnel
5) RR1 personnel
6) Other

B.

8. Additional comments, if any.
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